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I. lntroduction

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy basically measures tbe interaction of
electronic or nuclear angular momenta witb each other and with external
magnetic fields (Abragam, 1961). The interaction energies are retatively small
(< 10-22 J), so that the corresponding frequencies are in the radiowave-
microwave regime ( <  1011 Hz). While the first magnetic resonance experi-
ntents were performed in the frequency domain using continuous wave (cw)
methods, it was soon recognized that time domain spectroscopy offers, in
many cases, better sensitivity as well as additional possibilities (Hahn, 1950).
In this technique, one applies a sequence (in many cases consisting of a single
pulse) of short, intense pulses of narrowband radio frequency (rf) radiation
and records the response of the system in the time domain. If desired, the
frequency domain spectrum can be recovered by Fourier transformation of
the free induction decay (FID), i.e., the response of the system to a single
pulse. In addition to the possibilities offered by the frequency-domain or
cw spectroscopy, the time domain experiments allow the observation of
time-dependent phenomena, where the system is not in internal equilibrium.
Examples of such phenomena are nutation, free induction decay, and spin
echoes.

These possibilities have made magnetic resonance an indispensable tool in
many areas of research, such as chemistry, medicine, and solid state physics.
Today, the biggest remaining weakness of the technique is its relatively low
sensitivity, compared, for example, to optical experiments. In the area where
magnetic resonance has become most popular, that of nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) of liquids, the minimum number of atoms that Can be
detected is of tbe order of lo’*, while optical spectroscopy of individual
atomic ions has become rather popular (Dehmelt, 1990). Several reasons
contribute to this low Sensitivity. The smell size of interaction energy headS
to small thermal population differences between the Cnergy levels participat-
ing in a particukir transition and to Small detector efficiency and high ther-
mal noise levels. While population ditketwes in thermal equilibrium, e+lkr,
for optical transitionS(v e IOr
with rf transitions (v %

HZ) are of the order of unity, those assoCiated
IO* HZ) are of the order of lO_s. Similarly, optical

photons an be detected with an ebiciency near unity, while a huge number
of rf photons are required to exceed the noise level.

bt cases where the sensitivity provided by classic& magnetiC resonanoe fs
not sutBcient, it is often possible to increase the population difference be_
tween the different magnetic sublevels or the detection efficiency, Atnong
other methods, optical pumping of the system has been used to increase
the PoPulatfon ditkrence (see, e.g., Balling, 1975; Bernheim, 1965). Like the
PoPulabon ditTerenCe between ground and electroniCally excited states, the



population difference between levels differing only in their spin state can then
reach values near unity. Conversely, the population differerw and coherence
between the magnetic substates can change the optical properties of the
system; it is therefore possible to detect the magnetization optically, with a
sensitivity much greater than if the radio frequency photons are detected
(Kastler, 1967; Brossel and Kastler, 1949; Bitter, 1949). This gain in sensitivity
can be understood as an amplification of the radiation by transferring the
angular momenta from the internal degrees of freedom of the system to
photons with optical energies instead of rf energies. In classical terms, this
transfer of angular momentum basically leads to a (circularly) polarized
radiation field.

Instead of transferring the angular momentum to an optical transition to
gain sensitivity, it is also possible to use a resonance line that correspxds
to a transition between states that diner in their electronic, vibrational, or
rotational states, as well as their magnetic quantum numbers. The transi-
tion frequency is then given by the sum of the optical and magnetic energy.
It has been applied successfully in the far infrared region of the spectrum
(Davies, 198l), but is not likely to provide sufficient resolution in the visible
region of the spectrum, since there the broadening mechanisms of the optical
transitions, such as Doppler broadening and spontaneous emission from the
excited state, make it impossible to obtain sufficient resolution of magnetic
resonance transitions with this method.

Apart from the gain in sensitivity, the use of optical radiation also provides
the option to perform magnetic resonance spectroscopy of electronically
excited states. Since these states are not populated in thermal equilibrium, the
atoms or molecules that are to be studied must be brought into the excited
state before magnetic resonance can be performed. If the excitation can bc
achieved with light, it is often advantageous to use selective excitation of the
magnetic substates to obtain a polarized system. This is also necessary since
the population that can be achieved tnay be substantially smaller than in the
ground state so that sensitivity again becomes an important issue. The
fluorescence, which is emitted by these systems, is often polarized and can be

- used directly to measure the excited state magnetization.
Early experiments cm optical excitation and detection of magnetic res-

onance used conventional light sources such as discharge lamps. Due to the
limited intensity of these light sources, the optical pumping rates that could be
achieved were relatively low, and appreciable polarization of the sample was
possible only if the &u.ation that tended to counteract the optical pumping
could be kept slow, for example, by adding butTer gas and coatings, which are
applied to the walls of the sample cell and reduce the relaxation via wall
collisions, Light was used mainly in order to polarize the spin system and to
observe the pracessing magnetization, while rf irradiation was used to change
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the dymmics of the spin system. Nevertheless, it was reabed in 1962 (Cohen-
Taaaoudji, 1962, 1972) that optical radiation canaot oa[Y polari= the spin
system, but also leads to shifts and broadening of the magnetic resooarwe
transitions.

With the introduction of the laser, the available light intensity and the
cobcrence properties of the radiation field have changed in swb a way that
many experiments that were no1 feasible before have become routine
(Demtrsder, 1982; Levenson and Kane, 1988; Shen, 1984: 6rewr. l977b).
One important example is the generation of ultrashort palses to obtain a vcr~
high time-resolution (Lehmitz and Harde, 1986). On the theoretical side, many
concepts and descriptions of physical processes had IO be revised. The high
spectral intensity of the laser light leads, in general, to a nonlinear response of
the system to the optical field. The high spectral purity of a cw laser leads to
additional phenomena, such as velocity-selective excitation. With incoherent
light sources, the spectral width of the light had generally bzen much broader
than the inherent line width of the optical transition, and the process of
absorption could be described with rate equations for the populations. With
narrow band lasers, the situation is reversed; in many cases, the optical
coheremxs have to bc taken into account, and the dynamics must bc
formulated in terms of the density operator (Decomps ef a/., 1976).

Other effects, which were discovered with discharge lamps, but were too
small to be of practical significance, were increased by many orders of mag-
nitude when laser radiation became available. For example, the light-shift
effect, aa apparent shift of energy levels due to optical irradiation of an ad-
jacent transition, does not exceed a few hertz when discharge lamps are used
(Cohen-Tannoudji, 1962). Using lasers, light shifts of the order of kilohertz
to megahertz can by achieved readily and can therefore have a strong effect
on the spin dynamics. Under appropriate experimental conditions, these shifts
have the same effect on the spin dynamics as magnetic fields. By selectively
irradiating certain opIical transitions, these virtual magnetic fields can be used
as an additional degree of freedom for the modification of spin dynamics. It is
therefore possible to perform many exp+ximents by purely optical methods;
the usage of the optical radiation field is then threefold: it polarizes the spin
system by transferring angular momentum from the photons to the spin
system, it mod&s the dynamics of the system via an &ective Hamiltonian,
and it is used to detect the resulting time-dependent magnetization,

Although the system is studied via its interaction with optical photons, the
resolution that can be achieved is no1 limited by the coherence properties of
the radiation field. This is best demonstrated by the early experiments with
discharge lamps, which already reached resolutions in the hertz range-
many orders of magnitude below the line width of the radiation used in the
everiments. This  can be understood qualitatively by considering that no “et
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absorption of photons occurs during the detection process. instead, the
magnetic interaction leads to a modulation of the intensity of the pump or
probe beam and can be measured with the same absolute resolution as in
purely magnetic resonance experiments.

While the systems under study can have very dinerent energy level schemes,
the basics of the texhniqnes can often be explained in terms of a simple three-
level scheme (Fig. I). The transition of interest is the 11, ++ 12, transition,
and the two optical transitions involved in the Raman-type resonance are
indicated with a full line. In the case of a A-type level system (left side of Fig. I),
the rf-transition therefore couples the two sublevels of the atomic ground
state, while in the case of the V-type system, the rf-transition lies within the
electronically excited state. In many actual cases, both types of transitions
occur in the same atomic system, so that resonances in both the ground and
excited states can be excited.

This chapter covers the following topics: Section II gives an overview of the
development of magnetic resonance, coherent optical spectroscopy, and the
more traditional optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR), The general
theoretical framework of this is developed in Section III, with an overview of
magnetic resonance and coherent optical experiments. The topic of this
chapter necessarily  deals with optics as well as magnetic resonance. While such
a cross-disciplinary field can be fruitful for researchers in both disciplines, it
also creates problems due to the different languages that have evolved in
diflerent fields. In order to introduce the notation used throughout this
chapter and establish a common theoretical framework for readers with either
a magnetic resonance background or a background in quantum electronics, a
brief theoretical treatment of the properties of optical and magnetic two-level
systems from a very basic point of view is given. The main emphasis lies on
the development of a notation that should be understandable for readers with
a background either in optics or magnetic resonance. Apart from the purely
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static Hamiltoniaos for the various systems, the basic prooesses that are dis-
c,,ssed in&de the absorption and emission of radiation and the associated
change.s in the state of the systems. After establishing the basic notation. the
most imporpdnt phenomena occurring in laser magnetic resonance are treated
in rm example of some simple prototype systems. This theoretical framework
is USed in Section IV to give a summary of some experiments performed i”
this field. 1n Section V, we discuss possible trends for the future and make
some concluding remarks.

II. Historical Overview

A. MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY

The t&t experiments probing transitions between difTcrent spin states were
performed with atomic beams (Rabi et al., 1938). In these experiments, nuclei
with dinerent spin states were spatially separated in an inhomogeneous
magnetic field and recombined by a second field gradient of opposite sign.
Between the two inhomogeneous regions, a region of homogeneous field was
used to perform the resonance expcrimcnt. If an rf field induced transitions
between the spin states in this region, the nuclei afTccted by the irradiation
would no longer recombine on the detector, thereby leading to a decrease of
the count rate. If the frequency of the rf field was scanned, a drop in the
detected count rate would therefore indicate a resonance. In this experiment,
every nucleus participated in the resonance process, and only very few nuclei
were needed for the detection of a resonance.

Only several Years later were magnetic resonance transitions measured in
bulk material (Purcell er CC, 1946; Bloch, 1946; Bloch et & 1946). Instead of a
few atoms, these experiments were done on samples of some 102* atoms,
indicating that their sensitivity was considerably lower than that in the beam
experiments. The difference can be traced back to two major causes: only the
small fraction of spins that corresponds to the population difference between
the tW0 stationary spin states actually participates in the experiment, and the
resonance is detected via the rf-photons absorbed by the resonating spins;
these photons are much harder to detect than atoms.

III these early experiments, the strength of the static magnetic field was
adjusted such that the energy ditlerence between the diRerent &man states
became equal to the energy of the monochromatic photons usd to irradiate
the system. These slow-passage or cw cxpcriments, where the system is studied
ES a fmxtion of frequency, were to a large degree superseded by experiments
where a time-dependent perturbation is applied to the system under stodY,
and the response of the system is measured as a function of time. The ini_
tiA Preparation of the system has the objective of converting population



differences present in the spin system in thermal equilibrium into &diagonal
density operator components that do not commute with the internal
Hamiltonian of the system and therefore evolve when the perturbation is
removed. These time-domain experiments have the advantage of providing
higher sensitivity, since the whole system is excited simultaneously, and
allowing more flexibility in the design of the experiment.

l3. OPTICAL sPEcTaoscoPY

Spectroscopy uses electromagnetic radiation to measure properties as a
function of wavelength or frequency of the radiation. The most frequently
measured properties are the absorption of radiation and the dispersion, i.e.,
the velocity of the radiation as it propagates through the material, Changes
in either property usually indicate that the frequency of the radiation matches,
via the relation AE = hv, an energy difference in the system under investiga-
tion. In the visible region of the spectrum, spectroscopic light sources were
traditionally thermal sources, such as light bulbs or discharge lamps. The
power, within the desired frequency band, that was available from these light
sources was relatively low; the number of absorbed photons was therefore
too small to excite an appreciable percentage of the atoms. The process of
interaction between the radiation field and the atomic systems was usually
described with perturbation theory, which is useful when the rate of absorp-
tion is small compared to the spontaneous emission rate.

With the introduction of coherent radiation sources, such as lasers, the
situation changed qualitatively. Although the total output power of the new
radiation sources is often lower than that of thcnual sources, it is concentrated
within a narrow spatial direction and a narrow frequency rauge, The
absorption rate is therefore increased by many orders of magnitude to values
near or higher than the spontaneous emission rate. This has consequences not
only for the experimcntalist, but also for the theory, since additional processes,
such as induced emission, have to he taken into account. This situation had
been encountered before in magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Although the
transition probabilities are small, the number of photons is large, and the
spontaneous emission rate is negligibly small. The theoretical analysis treats
the system, therefore, as an ensemble of identical spins interacting primarily
with the applied field, while relaxation processes are considered only as
perturbations,

Time-resolved experiments had been performed also in the optical domain
for some time, but became widely used only after the invention of the laser.
Laser radiation not only provided very intense radiation in a spatially well-
defined direction, but the emitted radiation is also coherent, i.e., very
monochromatic, In most cases, the uncertainty of the laser frequency is small
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compamd to the fmqoeocy uncertainty of the transitions being irradiated.
With the advent of these sources of coherent radiation, many evximeots
invented in the domain of magnetic resonance spectroscopy, such as coherent
transients and echoes, became feasible in the optic domain as well (Abellaet &
1966; Brewer and Shoemaker, 1971; Brewer, t977b; Golob et a!., 1988; Alleo
and Eberly, 1987). While similarities and analogies exist between the two
fields, there are of course also many dii?erences, either of a technological or
a fundamental physical nature. The common features allow one to take ad-
vantage of the experiences created in one domain and use them in the other
domain, while the ditTerences limit the applicability of these analogies, but
at the same time, may help to give a deeper understanding of the phenomena
by distinguishing them from related phenomena.

One major distinction between magnetic resonance and coherent optics
is the ratio between the wavelength of the radiation used and the typical
dimensions of the sample. For magnetic resoaaoce spectroscopy, the sample
size d is always small compared to the wavelength d (d cc A.), while the oppo-
site is usually true in optics (,I CC d). One consequence is that in optics the
radiation field is never homogeneous throughout the sample. The whole con-
cept of coherence is therefore ditTerent in optical spectroscopy compared to
magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Two spins that are oriented in the same
direction in space at the same instant contribute to the overall signal with the
same amplitude and phase; if ao ensemble of spins is excited with an rf pulse,
the spins evolve coherently, always pointing in the same (time-dependent)
direction. In optical spectroscopy, atoms at different locations “see” fields
with different phases, and their induced electric dipole moment points in
different directions. However, they may still lead to a coherent radiation
field, if the phase of their radiation differs just by the amount that the ficld
accomolates when it travels from one atom to the other, Averaged over the
whole sample, this results in a preferred direction in which the emitted radia-
lion interferes constructively, and in which most of the radiative power of the
sample is emitted. If a single laser beam is used to prepare the sample, this
direction USU~IIY coincides with the direction of propagation of the laser
beam. since the phase accumulated by the radiation field depends oo the
index of refraction Of the sample, the direction in which the radiation is
m&d may depend on the wavelength of the radiation. This leads to the so_
called phase matching problem, which is important in frequency-conversion
everiments. such as coherent Raman scattering and three- and four-wave
mixing (She+ 1984; Levenson and Kant, 1988).

1r1 linear SpectfoscoPY. the frequency of the radiation field behind the
sample is always the same as the frequency of the radiation entering the
sample. LJotil the introduction of the laser, deviations from this behavior
could be seen only under relatively rare circumstances, With the avaii&i[ity
Of h3w  monochromatic radiation sources, this situation has changed corn_
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pletely. The systems under study can be excited in a nonlinear way so that
the radiation emitted differs in frequency from the absorbed radiation. The
first experiment of this kind was Raman scattering, where the frequency of
the light is changed only slightly. Today, frequency conversion experiments
have con~e up in a wide variety, including frequency doubling, tripling, or
down-conversion, In all these cases, the new frequency differs from the old
frequency by an amount that is of the same order of magnitude as the origi-
nal frequency, in many optically detected magnetic resonance experiments,
the light behind the sample contains a frequency component that differs from
the original frequency by ao amount in the rf raogc. These experiments may
therefore be considered as Raman-type experiments.

c. OPTKAL PuhwtNG

One important limitation to the sensitivity of magnetic resonance experi-
merits is the small population difference across magnetic resonance transi-
tions under normal experimental conditions. A typical transition frequency
of 100 MHz corresponds to a Boltzmano temperature, 7 = k/h of 4.8 mK,
so that spin systems at typical experimental temperatures are almost corn-
pletely disordered: the Boltzmann factor c?““~ deviates from I by less than
2 IO-‘. This factor, and therefore the sensitivity of the experiment, can be
increased by several orders of magnitude if the population difference from
a ditTerent system is transferred to the spin system, thereby lowering the
spin temperature. The source of polarization can be either a different nuclear
spin (Pines et al., 1973), aa electronic spin, as in dynamic nuclear orientation
(JetTries, l963), or an electronic transition, as in optical pumping experiments
(Balling, 1975; Bernheim, 1965).

Optical pumping of spin systems relies on the fact that photons carry
aogularrnomeoturn, which is transferred to the spin system during absorption
and emission of photons (K&l% 1967; Happcr, 1972). Accordingly the spin
state of the system changes during such an event, The nature of this change
depends on the polarization of the photons and their direction of propa-
gation. In the case of circularly polarized photons propagating along the
quantization axis, the magnetic quantum number of the atomic system
changes by ~1, depending on the sense of polarization. While the photon
absorbed by the atom is reemitted after a time that is of the order of the life
time of the electronically excited state, it carries away some angular mo-
mentum. If the radiation that is incident on the atom differs from the re-
emitted radiation, the difference in angular momentum remains on the atom,
thereby polarizing the spin system.

In order to optically pump a spin spxies, it needs to have an electronic
transition for which intense light sources exist. Obviously not all spin species
satisfy thisrequiremcnt,animportaot exception bciog theouclearspiosof rare
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gaSs, I,, ,,,any cassq however, it is possible to transfer @n pofabtion
htweer, diRerent types of spins. The first demonstration of population
transfer from an optically p15111p.d species to an optidy ha&~ w=ci- was
&,,e by Dehmeft (1933, wh0 m&erred P&rization from optically PumPed
Na atoms to free ekctrons.

While the optical pumping has an et%3 primarily on the electron SPk the
coupling t~t~een the electron and the nuclear spin (i.e., the hypefine
interaction) also leads to a Polarization of the nuclear spin. In this WaY. it k
even possible to polarize nuclear spins if the ground state of the atom k
diamagnetic (Lehmann, 1964).

D . SPIN SYSTEMS DRIWN BY OPTICAL FIELDS

Apart from the presence of some sort of order in the system, the second
ingredient required for a successful sPectroscopic eqxriment is a means to
manipulate this order. Magnetic resonance has accumulated a huge arsenal of
such methods, most of them consisting of applying a sequence of resonant t-f
pulses with specific phases and durations to the spin system. The main pur-
pose of these pulse sequences is the conversion of energy level Population
difkrences into coherences, the transfer of coherences beween different
transitions! and the conversion of coherenoes into population differences. To
perform these operations, it is necessary to change the Hamiltonian of the
system in such a way that the new Hamiltonian no longer commutes with the
old one. The most direct way to achieve this goal by optical means is to apply
intense laser p&es, which have the same et&t on the optical transitions as rf
pulses on spin transitions. By applying an appropriate sequence of optical
pulses, it is possible to manipulate the system in such a way that an overall
elTect on the spin system results.

If the optical Rabi frequency is smaller than the decay rate of the optical
coherences, such pulse sequences are no longer possible. It then becomes
inapproptiate to describe the system in terms of a Hamiltonian evolution, but
rate equations for the density operator elements become more meaningful.
Nevertheless, it is still possible to change the dynamics of the spin system by
aPPlYing strong off-resonant radiation to an adjacent optical transition.  As
ws tirst suggested by Barrat and CohewTannoudji(l96la,b,c) and confimd
everimentallY bYArditiandCarver(l96l)andCohen-Tannoudji(l96t, 1962;
Cohen-Tannoudji and DuPont-Rot, 1972; DuPont-Rot et ul,, 1967), such
radiation causes an apparent shift of the energy levels associated with the
oPtiCa1 transition. This so-called light shift is proportional to the intensity
of the light and has a dispersion-like depmdence on the optical &tuning.
By choosing th prow light polarization, it is not only possible to change
the energy of the individual levels. but it is also possible to change the
quantization axis of the Hamiltonian,



E. OPTICALLY DETECTED M AGNETIC RWX.JANCE

The third part of a spectroscopic experiment is the observation of the order
present in the system. As discussed previously, traditional magnetic resonance
spectroscopy relies for this purpose on the detection of the radiation emitted
by rhe precessing magnetization. Since the energy of the photons associated
with magnetic resonance transitions is relatively low, a large numlxr of
photons is required for a signal that is larger tbdn the noise signal. If it is
possible to transfer the order present in the system to a higher frequency mode
of the radiation field, the energy per quantum of angular momentum, and
therefore the detection sensitivity, is incrwsed. This scheme may be considered
a “quantum amplifier.”

Different realizations exist of this method of enhancing sensitivity by
upconverting the photon energy; they rely on a transfer to transitions of
different nuclear spins (Hartmann and Hahn, l962), electron spins [elec-
tron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) (Fehcr, l956)], to optical energies
(Kastler, 1967). or even to nuclear radiation (Burns et CL, 1977; Brewer, 1982).
ln many cases, the schemes involve a direct (one-to-one) conversion of rf
photons into higher energy photons, but in some cases it is also possible to
convert each rf photon into several higher-energy photons, The detection
process sometimes involves a transfer of coherence or population from the
magnetic resonance transition of interest to the transition that is actually
observed (Hartmann and Hahn, 1962). At other times, the polarization state
of the system influences the spontaneous decay properties of the system, as
in quantum beat experiments (Haroche, 1976; Dodd and Series, 1978) or
detection via nuclear radiation (Brewer, 1982).

The first experiment involving detection of magnetic rekonance transi-
tions via an optical transition measured the influence of an rf field on optical
radiation (Fermi and Rasetti, 1925). Subsequent experiments investigated
changes in the polarization of the fluorescence intensity that occurred when
a magnetic resonance transition was excited. These experiments used dis-
charge lamps to optically pump the system, then the spontaneously emitted
fluorescence was analyzed with a polarization selective detector wed to mea-
sure the degree of polarization of the sample. When a resonant rf field is
applied to the sample, it can induce transitions between Zeeman substates,
and thereby decreases the polarization (Brossel and Kastler, 1949). The high
sensitivity of this method and the fact that spontaneous emission is observed
makes it especially useful for observing magnetic resonance in electronically
excited atomic and molecular states (Breiland et aI., 1973).

Instead of observing the fluorescence emitted by the sample, it is possible
to use the modification of the optical properties of a spin-polarized sample
to detect atomic polarization. This method was proposed by Dehmelt (1957b)
and observed by Bloembergen et al. (1960). In general, the optical properties,
such as the absorption and dispersion coefficients, depend on the polarization



eta d the light. AS an example, the z component of the magnetiaation can
be measured by sending a beam of light parallel to the z direction through
the sample and then measuring either the absorption or dispersion of right
versus left circularly polarized light.

Alternatively, if pulsed excitation is used and the magnetic field is applied
perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the light, the energy dif-
ference between the excited state sublevels can be detected as the frequency
of the fluorescence modulation of the sample (Kastler, 1967). This expert-
mental setup, using a magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of the light,
is usually referred to as transverse pumping, It also allows a steady-state
measurement when intensity-modulated light is used (Bell and Bloom, 196la).
Resonances occur when the modulation hequency between two dilTerent spin
states becomes equal to the transition frequency, Resonances are detected
as maxima in the system’s response to the optical pumping when either the
modulation frequency or the magnetic held strength is scanned.

As in the case of optical pumping, the methods outlined here require that
the magnetic resonance transition has an energy level in common with an
accessible optical transition. If this is not the case polarization transfer
between diffwnt atoms can be used to indirectly detect magneti&ion of
optically inaccessible spins (Dehmelt, 19SS).

III. Theoretical Framework

Magnetic Resonance is a general spectroscopic method for measuring the
interaction of atomic and molecular systems with external magnetic fields.
The angular momentum of these systems is coupled to a magnetic momentum,
which interacts with the external field as wei) as with other magnetic moments
in the system. States with different angular momentums interact differently
with the magnetic field, and their energies arc therefore shifted relative to each
other. In most casts, the experimentalist tries to isolate the magnetic
interaction from other interactions by using states that differ only in their
angular momentum, while all other quantum numbers arc identical. In atomic
and molecular spectroscopy, such states are usually referred to as substates,
and the cohcrences between them arc referred to as atomic or sublevel
coherences. Magnetic resonance experiments can therefore be considered as
special cases of sublevel spectroscopy, and many of the methods discussed
here actually have a much wider range of applications.

The strength of the coupling between the angular momentum and external
magnetic fields is measured by the gyromagnetic ratio. The size of this
couphng constant depends on the type of angular momentum. For orbital
angular momentum of efectrons and electron spin angular momentum, it is of
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the same order of magnitude; it exceeds that of nuclear spins by roughly 3
orders of magnitude. If direct excitation of the magnetic resonance transitions
is used, the different orders of magnitude result in different frequency ranges
and, therefore, dimerent requirements on the experimental apparatus. Accord-
ingly, a clear distinction exists between the fields of electron pammagnetic
resonance (EPR), used to investigate mainly electron spin transitions, and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), which deals with nuclear spins.

In contrast, if optical radiation is used to excite the system, the distinc-
tion between the various types of angular momentum is less important and
often impossible to make when more than one source of angular momentum
is present in the system of interest. In low magnetic fields, the ditTerent angu-
lar momenta are strongly coupled to each other and the individual angular
momentum operators are no longer constants of motion; only the total an-
gular momentum can be specified for a given eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.
In the examples discussed in the experimental section of this chapter, the
angular momentum to which the magnetic field couples can lx either one of
the three types just discussed or a mixture of these. In order to make the
theoretical treatment as general as possible, we will not specify the type of
angular momentum here, but will discuss it only in the experimental section.
In order to keep the bdnguage simple, we will call the system of interest a
spin system with the understanding that the angular momentum involved
may also be of the orbital type.

The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce the notation and discuss
the basic dynamics occuring in optically pumped spin systems. For this
purpose we will discuss magnetic and optical two-level systems and the
combination of both in a four-level system. We will use frequency units for
energy differences; this convention not only allows a more compact notation,
but provides a closer connection between theory and experiment, where en-
ergy diflerences are always measured in the form of frequencies. Alternatively,
it is possible to assume that the units used are defined such that h = 1.

The systems of interest can usually be treated in good approximation as an
ensemble of identical subsystems, each of which consists of a single atom or
molecale, As long as they are sufficiently isolated from each other and their
environment, the evolution of the total system can be described by the
Hamiltonian for an individual system and a density owrator of the same
dimension evolving under the Hamiltonian. The most important deviations
from this idealization are relaxation etTects and inhomogeneities. Relaxation
effects are dae to interactions between the various subsystems and imperfect
isolation from the environment, mainly electromagnetic fields: they are
discussed in the corresponding section. The only inhomogeneous et%% that
are important in oar case ax Doppler broadening of the optical transitions
and inhomogeneous magnetic fields.
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A. MAGNEIK Two-LEVIX %‘SI’E~I~

1. Static Hamilmnian

ln or&r to j~tduce  the notation, it is sufficient to consider the simplest
magnetic resonance system, a single spin s = f. III a static magnetic tieId.
B = (O,O, B,J oriented akmg the z-axis, the interaction of the spin with the
magnetic field is described by the Hamiltonian

.W=-ysB.S=-UI& (1)

where S = (Sx~SP,SJ represents the spin angular momentum oFerato& ys the
gyromagnetic ratio (Abragam, 1961) and CD” = ysBO the Larmor frequency. A
complete description of the system can be obtained in terms of its density
operator p (Fano, 1957). The system has three degrees of freedom, i.e., the
system can be expanded in terms of a basis set of three operators in addition to
the unity operator, It is usually convenient to choose the spin operators &. SF,
and Sz as the basis. If we write the corresponding expansion coefficients as x, Y,
and z, the density operator becomes

p’ = 1 + xsx + ysy + 2sz (2)

The unity operator does not depend on time and does not contribute to any
observable quantity; as an abbreviation it is therefore simpler to use the
traceless part of the density operator

&? = .xsx + ysy + & (3)

which is often referred to as the redwxd density operator. Since the magne-
tization M of the system is r&ted to the spin, M = as+, the coefficients
x, Y, and 2 can be regarded not only as coefficients of the density operator in
the chosen basis, but simultaneously as the components of the magnetization
vector in real, three-dimensional space.

In many cases, spin systems are well isolated from the environment and the
dynamics ax. determined mainly by the coupling to the magnetic field. The
equation of motion is then determined by the Schrtidinger equation,

b = -i[Xp] (4)

We we the Schrddinger picture and include the time dcpendenw of the density
operator in the coefficieats

P(r) = e-i=‘P(0)eiz’ = x@)Sx + y(t& + z(t)& (5)
With the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), the coefficients hcome

x(t) = ~(O)cos(~&) + y(O)sin&t)

Y(t) = Y(O)Wuw) - x(O)sin(u& (6)
z(t) = z(O)



corresponding to a precession of the spin vector around the direction of the
magnetic field.

2. Rotating Frame and Nutation

An alternating magnetic field with a frequency OJ near the Larmor frequency
CO,, of the two-level system and orientation perpendicular to the static mag-
netic field leads in a quantum mechanical picture to an exchange of photons
between the spin system and the radiation field and simultaneous transitions
between the two spin states. In a semiclassical picture, the rf field causes a
notation of the magnetization vector, thereby changing the angle between
the direction of the magnetization vector and the static magnetic field. If we
choose x axis of the coordinate system along the direction of the alternating
field, the Hamiltonian becomes

.x = - f&s8 - 2oJ, cos(ox) sx (7)
where W, = ys/3,/2 represents the Rabi frequency, and B, represents the am-
plitude of the alternating magnetic field. The analysis of the process can be
simplified by transforming the system into a rotating frame of reference,
This transformation, a special kind of interaction representation, is a time-
depndent unitary transformation defined as

Jf? = U(t)XU’(t) + iti(t)Um’(t)

p’(t) = ~-w(t) u(t) (8)

u(t) e e-i&S=

The equation of motion in this frame of reference is the usual SchGdinger
equation, with .W replaced by .Z’ and p(t) by p’(t). The Hamiltonian in the
rotating frame is

.#’ = -Ao& - CO,& + h(24 (9)
with Au,, = CO,, - CO. The term h(204 comprises terms oscillating at twice the
rf frequency; perturbation theory shows that this component can be ignored
in lowest order, i.e., if the alternating field is small compared to the static field.
In this rotating reference frame, the static magnetic field appears reduced to
the difference between the Lamor frequency and the rf frequency, while the
rf field is now static.

Mathematically, the transformation into the rotating frame, as defined
here, is somewhat ambiguous, since the frequency OJ can be chosen with
positive or negative sign. Physically, however, the only meaningful choice is
such that the remaining longitudinal component Au,, is minimized. This im-
plies that the reference frame rotates with respect to the laboratory frame
with the same sense of rotation and approximately the same angular velocity
as the spins due to Larmor precession. The decomposition of the rf field into
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a static part and a component rotating at twice the Larmor frequency Pro-
vides then a natural decomposition of the linearly polarized rf field into the
two circularly polarized components. Only the component rotating with the
Larmor precession leads to actual resonance with the spin system. ‘rk is a
maoifestation of the conservation of total angular momentum: the resonance
process can be considered as an interaction between an atom in the mx = - 4
spin state and a circularly polarized photon with rnz = 1. If the photon is
absorlxd by the atom, the angular momentum is transferred to the atom,
which changes into the rnz = +4 spin state. The opposite component of Cir-
cular polarization cannot interact with the spin system, since conservation of
energy and conservation of angular momentum allow only the absorption of
photons with ntz = 1.

In general, the equation of motion for the rotatinpframe density operator
also includes, in addition to the Hamiltonian part, a relaxation term. For our
purposes, it is sufficient to assume that the relaxation behavior of the sys-
tem during rf irradiation can be calculated from the phenomenological
relaxation times T, and T2 of the freely prcxessing system Under these con-
ditions, the general solution of this equation has been given by Torrey (1949).
Since this general solution is too complicated for analytical use, we consider
here only some limiting cases that are of interest under our conditions. For
infinitely long relaxation times, the motion of the spin vector corresponds to
a precession of the magnetization around the total field. This is an important
case for magnetic resonance experiments, where the Rabi frequency is usually
large compared to the transverse relaxation rate. The general solution to the
equation of motion is then analogous to the case of free precession:

.W = x’(O)cos(Qt) + y’(O)sin(Qt)

Y’(r) = Y’(O) cos(Qr) - x’(O) sin@) (10)
Z’(Z) = z’(O)

where

Q=Jw; (11)
represents the strength of the effective field. The coefficients xS, y’, and z’ refer
to a tilted coordinate System whose z’ axis is parallel to the effective f,eld

X’ = x co?@) - z sin(o)

Y’ = Y. (12)
2’ = x sin@) + z co@)

and 0 rePre=nts the tilt angle of the etTKti”e field

0 = tan-‘(u,/Ao+,) (13)



Some common situations are sbcwn in Fig. 2. In the absence of rf irradia-
tion [u, = 0, Fig. 2(4] the spins precess around the z axis. We recover,
therefore, the case of free precession, this time in the rotating frame of refer-
ence. The precession frequency is therefore reduced to AU”. Generally, all
frequencies calculated in the rotating reference frame are frequency shifted
with respect to calculations done in the laboratory frame. The signals cal-
culated via this method are therefore directly those measured in a heterodyne
exp+ximent, where the reference frequency is equal to the rf. This is the usual
situation in magnetic resonance experiments, where phase-sensitive detection
at the frequency of the rf irradiation is used. Another important case is that
of on-resonance irradiation [Am” = 0 and w, # 0, Fig. 2(c)]. In this case,
the precession occurs around the x axis. The general case of off-resonance
irradiation, where the effective field lies in the .xz plane is shown in Fig. 2(b).

B. OPTICAL TWO-LEVEL SYSTEMS

In order to describe the interaction of an atomic system with optical
radiation, we use a simple model system consisting of two energy levels
connected by an electric dipole-allowed optical transition (Allen and Eberly,
1987; Brewer, 1977h). Although atoms with only two energy levels do not
exist in nature, they are a convenient fiction and often a good approximation
to reality if the frequency of the radiation field is close to an atomic transi-
tion. As a result, the model of a two-level atom is widely used and serves
to introduce the notation used for optical experiments throughout this chap-
ter. Quantum effects of the radiation field are not important for our pur-
pose; we therefore use a semiclassical description. Furthermore, we assume
that the two eigenstates ig) (groundstate) and le) (excited state) of the
atomic Hamiltonian are simultaneous eigenstates of the angular momentum
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operator J and its z component .I~, The transition cormecting the two states
should be electric-dipole allowed, so that the states are of opposite parity.

Following the usual Feynman-Vernon-Hellwa~h (Feyoman et ok 1957)
parr,metrimtion, we expand the two-level system in terms of the three oper-
ators I~, lY, and I~, which obey the usual commutation relations for angular
moment”m operators, although their physical signiticaru is not that of x-
tm+l spin opmtors, We define them via their matrix representation

<C7lUC7~ = 0 <glue> = 4 <elUe> = 0

@l&o = II <~l~yl+ = -5 WJk> = II (141

@lUc7~ = + Wall> = cl Wales = -4
With these definitions, it isclear that the system is formally equkknt to the

magnetic two-level sys:em if the operators I& = X, y, 2) we repkted by G
The Hamiltonian for the atom interacting with the radiation field can now be
written as

J? = -CO& + OJ&)Ix + 6J#IY (151

where wO represents the electronic excitation energy and the coupling
constants

mx = Re&oEl

and

~~~=lrn{p~.E] W)

describe the interaction between the atomic dipole moment and the electric
field. As in the magnetic resonance case, wc may now transform the
Hamiltonian into the rotating frame of reference, with the rotation frequency
cu now in the range of 5. lOI Hz. The sense of rotation should again bc
chosen such that the longitudinal component A = y - w is minimized.

Mathematically, the equation of motion for this system and therefore the
evolution of the optical system is determined by the Torrey solutions for the
EUoch equations of the driven hvo-level system, as in the case of the ma~etic
two-level system. HOWWX, the parameters that determine its khavior can
be quite ditkent from the typical parameters in magnetic resonance expeti-
mew.. one major ditkrence is that the width of the optical resonam line
is often considerably larger than the optical Rabi frquency. In these cm,
the evolution of the system does not correspond to a rotation around the
e#ective field, but is strongly damped. It is then more appropcatc to use a
rate cquation for the dewiption of the system. Before discussing the% cficcts,
however, w would like to extend the two-level model to gjve a more realistic
description of atomic systems.



When the magnetic level system is coupled to an optical transition, as is
the case in all systems of interest here, the interaction between the atomic
level system and the radiation field depends on the magnetic quantum rum-
hers of the levels involved as well as on the polarization of the light. There-
fore., wc first give a short swmnary of the usual semiclassical description of
electromagnetic fields as it is used in optical spectroscopy.

1. Radiation h/d

The optical radiation fields of interest to us are always harmonic plane
waves. We we a coordinate system where the z axis is parallel to the direction
of propagation of the laser barn. The electric field component at the (fixed)
location of the atomic system can then be written as

E = (Ex, &,O) = [A/zos(wt + &),Aycos(mt + q$), 01 (17)

where Ex and & are the amplitudes along the respective coordinate axes,
and I& and q& are the corresponding phases. The longitudinal component I$
vanishes in all systems of interest. instead of the Cartesian basis, it is often
more useful to we a spherical basis (d’Yakonov, 1965) with

E = (0, E+, E-) = [O, A+ cos(ox + #+), A_ cos(wt + &)] (18)

and the usual transformation relations

and

For all cases of interest to us, it will be sufficient to consider the coupling
between atom and radiation field as an interaction between the atomic dipole
element pE = (pBx, pEy, pBz) and the semiclassical external field E.

The three possible spin states of the photon, Jx = 0, zk 1, correspond to
three orthogonal polarization states of the radiation field. These polarization
states are usually labelled as n, c+, and K, respectively. If the quantization
axis coincides with the direction of propagation of the photon, only the c+
and o_ states are allowed, which is the quantum mechanical analog of the
transversality condition for electromagnetic waves. The c polarization



in&ate ,$rcolarIy polarized light, while linearly poktkd light Can be
written as a SuPerposition of two circularly polarized components with equal
amplitudes. lf the qoantizzztion axis is perpendicular to the direction of Prop-
agation, n light is also allowed. It represents linearly polarized light whox
electrica field vector is parallel to the qoantization axis.

A transfer of polarization between different quantum mechanical systems
corresponds to an equilibration of populations in one system and a simul-
taneous increase of the population differences in the other. The changes in
each subsystem are accompanied by changes in energy and momentum, qua”-
tities that must be conserved in the total system. In the context discussed
here, the most important conservation laws are those for energy and angular
momentum. Since states with dilkent angular momentum correspond to
dilkrent energies, transfer of population differences affects both quantities
simultaneously. If the additional polarization of the spin system is obtained
from another spin system, angular momentum is simply exchanged between
the spin system?., while energy is conserved by exchange of photons with the
radiation fields, which are usually applied to the spin systems. In the case of
optical pumping, the additional order is obtained from the radiation field. It
provides, therefore, not only the energy for the population transfer but also
the angular momentum. On the other hand, the population differen= across
the electronic transition often remains unchanged during the process; it can
be considered as a means to couple the spin system to the radiation field.

The optical radiation applied in the experiments we want to discuss here
interacts, in genera4 with a single atomic transition. Since only the electronic
ground state is appreciably populated at normal laboratory temperatures, the
only states of interest to us are the ground state and the electroni~lly excited
state connected by the optical transition. Both states consist, in general, of a
number of substates with a different angular momentum. This angular mo-
rm”hnn can tx attributed to different sources: orbital angular momentum
of the electron, conventionally designated by the letter L, spin angular mo-
mentun of the electron, designated as S, and the soin of the oo~le~s. de-
signated I. The= angular momenta couple to a total angular momentum
F=J+I=L+S+I.

In quantum mechanical terminology, the transfer of angular momentum
between the radiation field and the atomic system relies on the fact that the
photon is a particle with spin-I; the different spin states of the photon
correspond classically to ditTerent polarizations of the light. If an atom is
irradiated with polarized light, it can absorb the photons only if the angu-
lar momentum of the combined-system atom-radiation field is conserved:
F’ = F + Ipb,m, where F represents the angular momentum of the lower
state, F’ that of the upper state, and Iph_ that of the photon.



The conservation of angular momentum determines, therefore, the coo-
pling constants with which optical radiation couples individual substates of
the electronic ground state to substates of the electronically excited state. The
calculation of transition matrix elements is described elsewhere in great detail
(see e.g., Weissbluth). As an example Fig. 3 shows the relative intensities (i.e.,
1~~. El’) of the allowed transitions within the Na D, line for n+, C, and I

light. Since the only valence electron in the ground state occupies ao s-orbital,
the total electronic angular momentum is J = 4. lo the excited state, the
orbital angular momentum of the valence electron is L = 1, resulting in two
fine structure states zP1,z and *P3,z. The D, line connects the ground state
to the zP,,z excited state, so that the ground and excited states have identical
angular momentum. The nuclear spin of z3Na is I = 3, so that the ground
and excited states split into two hyperfine multiplets with F = I and F = 2.

If the atom decays spontaneously into the ground state, it can emit a pho-
ton in any direction in space. Since the angular momentum of the photon is
always parallel or antiparallel to its direction of propagation, the selection
rides for this process are different from those for the stimulated absorption
process. The orientation of the angular momentum carried by the photon,
and therefore the ground state into which the atom decays, is determined
by the spontaneous decay rate. Since the polarization states CT+, o_, and z
are orthonormal, the spontaneous decay rates within a single optical line are
equal to the sum of the intensities for the individual polarizations.

3. Optical Pumping

We turn now to a description of the process by which optical radiation
can induce nonthermal populations of atomic substates. The optical pumping
process can be understood qualitatively from the difference in induced and
spontaneous transition strengths when the optical field is polarized. If the
level system depicted schematically in Fig. 4 is initially in thermal equilibrium,
both ground state sublevels zre equally populated, while the excited state is
not populated. If the atom interacts with O+ light, the atoms in then+ = -4
ground state can absorb a photon while simultaneously making a transition
to the n+ = f excited state. As a result, both the ground and excited states
are polarized, i.e., they have a nonvanishing angular momentum. This po-
larization process is obviously determined by the selection rules due to the
polarizd radiation field and the conservation of angular momentum.

In contrast to the stimulated absorption process, spontaneous emission has
no preferred direction in space so that the excited states in Fig. 4 cao decay
into either groood state. If a finite probability exists that the atom falls into
state [2), repeated cycles of absorption and spontaneous emission events can
change the average angular momentum of the atoms. If the atoms reach the
state of maximum angular momentum, they no longer absorb soy radiation.
As an example, consider the level scheme of the Na ground state shown in
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Fig. 3. Atoms in state F = 2, wtF = 2 do not interact with g+ light. If the atomic
system is irradiated with LT+ light of sufficient intensity, the atoms will even-
tually accumulate in this state, and absorption will stop. The atomic system
is then completely polarized, i.e., the atoms arc ail in the same angular
momentum state. As such, this system represents au ideal starting point for
magnetic resonance experiments.

The discussion of the spontaneous emission rates given here applies only to
an isolated atomic system. If the optical pumping experiment includes but&r
gas, the et&t of collisions also has to be taken into account. One of the major
elTe.cts is a randomization of the angular momentum of the excited state. This
randomization corresponds to a mixing of the excited state sublevels. For
the spontaneous emission process, it has the effect of averaging the transition
probabilities. Figure 4 summarizes the effect for a J = 4 ++ J’ = 4 transi-
tion. Figure 4(a) gives the spontaneous decay rates for the isolated system
where no excited state reorientation occurs, while Fig. 4(b) gives the relative
rates for complete excited-state reorientation.

The four-level system shown here is of course equivalent to two coupled
spins+, such as a ‘H-W two-spin system in which the ratio of the Larmor
frequencies is about IO’. Accordingly, it is possible to transfer polarization
betwen the two coupled transitions by applying strong selective pulses to
one of the electronic transitions, which is similar to selective inversion in
NMR of coupled spin systems @@remen et a/., 1974). The selectivity can, in
this cast, be achieved by appropriate polarization of the light, so the pulse



does not have to be sekctive in frequency. Such a polarization transfer sheme
assumes that the optical Rabi frequency exceeds the day rate of the optical
cohcrcnss; the excitation of the system then proceeds coherently. VerY much
like in a pulsed NMR experiment, These are the typical conditions when sub-
I~V~I transitions of the excited state are investigated, since they allow the
transfer O$ a large proportion of the population into the excited state. The
less familiar (for NMR spectroscopists), but still rather common case % the
limit where the optical Rabi frequencY is small compared to the optical
dephasing rate. In this limit, the system shows no coherent evolution, and
most of the population remains in the ground state. Since this process can
be driven with considerably lower laser intensities while still achieving polar-
ization of the ground state, wc will discuss it here in more detail.

Under these conditions, the optical coherences are always relatively small,
and if the laser intensity is well below the saturation level, the population of
the excited state also becomes negligible. Most observable quantities are then
determined only by the ground state populations and the atomic sublevel
coherenccs, i.e., by the ground state multipole moments. It is then often de-
sirable to eliminate the excited state altogether and derive an equation of
motion for the ground state sublevels alone. This reduction of the state space
should occur in such a way that the influence of the radiation field on the
ground state dynamics is included correctly in the resulting equations of
motion. The most important elects are (i) optical pumping, i.e., a re-
distribution of the populations among the ground state levels, (ii) an apparent
shift of energy levels, usually called the light shift, and (iii) a damping of the
ground state coherenoes.

For a mathematical derivation of the optical pumping process, we can
further simplify the level system of Fig. 4. If the atom is irradiated with
c+ light, the exited state sublevel 14) is not coupled to the rest of the system.
Therefore. it k possible to calculate the full dynamics of the system from a
reduced three-kvel system. We therefore consider two electronic ground state
sublevel one of which couples via the radiation field to an electronically
excited Hate (see Fig 5). This three-level system is desrikd by a 3 x 3 den-
SitY operator. We use the abbreviations

xiJ = Pij + Pji2 Yij = Gij - PjJ m
to descrik the dynamics of the system in terms of a set of real pammet&,
in an obvious extension of Eq. (5). The xij represent the real part of the
coherence, while yij correspond to the imaginary part. Physically, they both
correspond to an mduced electric or magnetic dipole moment. Writing rT_’
for the spontaneous decay rate from level 3 to level 1, the equations of motion
for the density qwator elements in a frame of reference rotating at the fre-
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decay rate o[ the excited state and I-> is the dephasing rate of the oPti_’
coherenms. when the radiation field is initially switched On. the SYStem is in
a state of thermal equilibrium. The thermal equilibrium density operator dots
“ot commute with the Hamiltonian of the combined system atom Plus radia-
tion field. It is therefore foxed into a precession and relaxes on a time scale
of tbe order of the optical dephasing time &’ to a quasistationarY Sate in
which the optical coherences are

@*A - “,, I-2
Xl3 = PII Az + F; 1 Yl3 = PII m (23)

and the population of the excited state is

4 I-2
L%&) = PiI 2(Az + I-;) c (24)

As explained previously, the fume probability of the excited state to day
to level 2 leads to the optical pumping effect. With the decay rate p:3* and the
result for r+, valid for the quasistationary state, we can therefore write an
equation of motion for the populations of the ground state sublevels:

; eiift) = -ken@) = - ; &t) 65)

with the rate constant

I-2
k = +, 4

+ r-y 2f~* + r;) CW

or in terms of the population dilTerencc .z,? = r+ - p,,

LIZ =&z - KJU) = 2~5~ = 2kp,,fr) = k[(l - a&)] (27)

Under the assumptions made here, the ground state population is tbere-
fore Pumped compktely into the second level. This is of course only valid as
long as the relaxation of the ground state can be neglected and no magnetic
field is present.

4 f&kt SWt and Damping of Subhe COIW,W,~~

h akiih to tk Wicai pumping, which describes the effect of the optical
irradiation on the ground state populations, the light also affects the ground
State cohererices %a and ~12. As seen from Eq. (22). the optical field couples
them to the optical coherences xz3 and y13. As a result, the distinction ktween
ground-state coherences and optical coherences is no longer exact, and this
Partial mixing anects the precession and decay of the ground state coherences.
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In order to simplify the system’s equation of motion, we make the assump-
tion that the dynamics of the ground-state coherence is slow compared to
the decay rate of the optical coherenwzs. In ail cases of practical importance
in this context, this assumption is well justified. On the time scale of the
ground-state dynamics, the optical coherences are in a quasistationary state.
The situation is therefore very similar to that of the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation for the separation of electronic and nuclear degrees of free-
dom Since the relaxation rate of the optical coherences is extremely fast com-
pared to that of the ground-state coherences, even a small mixing between
the ground-state coherenccs and the optical coherences leads to a damping
of the ground-state coherences. In addition, the optical resonance oKset,
which leads to a precession of the optical cohcrences, also causes a preces-
sion of the ground-state cohcrcnces This effect was first predicted by Barrat
and Cohen-Tannoudji (l96la,b,c) and observed by Arditi and Carver (1961)
and Cohen-Tannoudji (1961,1962; Coben-Tannoudji and DuPont-Rot, 1972;
DuPont-Rot et al., 1967) with conventional light sources. Its observation
presented conceptual difficulties, and several authors therefore worked on
dinerent formulations of the process (Happer, 1972; Happer and Mathur,
1967; Pancharatnam, 1966).

In order to discuss the etTect, we again use the model system consisting of
two degenerate ground-state sublevels, one of which is coupled to the excited
state by a weak laser Iield (see Fig. 5). We are now interested in the dynamics
of the ground-state coherences .x,~ and JJ,~. As is evident from the equations
of motion [Eq. (22)], the coherence b=etween the degenerate ground-state
sublevels is time-independent if the optical field is absent. As an initial step for
the solution of these equations, we put

x,z = co+%) 0 y,z = -sin(&)0’ (28)

for the ground state coherences and

xzx = c-c, cos(&) + cl sin(&)] 0’
(29)

yz, = [ - c1 sin(&) - cz cos(&)] 0

where E represents the light shift, i.e., the frequency of the precession caused
by the optical field and y is the associated relaxation rate. Inserting these
into the equations of motion, we tind the coefficients in the quasistationary
regime

c, = 2l5/lxl, c2 = %h (30)

and the frequency and damping rates are
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An experimental demonstration of this e&t is shown in Fig. 6. The toP
trace shows the Fourier transform of the FID signal from the ground state of
atomic Na. This is equivalent to the laser being tuned infinitely far away from
resonance. The precession frequency marked by the dashed line is therefore
equal to the Lannor frequency. The subsequent tracm represent the Fourier
transforms of pwessing magnetization in the presence of a laser field of con-
stant intensity and variable frequency. According to Eq. (31), the light shift
as xv4 as the damping rate should both increase as the laser frequency is
moved closer to resonant. The light shift has a dispersive dependence on
the laser detoning, while the damping has an absorption-like dependence.
The prew.sion frequency observed in this experiment should be given by
fl= (a’ + &.‘)I’*. While we cannot discuss the detail4 dependence of the
PreSsion frequency on the laser detuning at this place, the qualitative agree-
meat between Eq. (31) and the experimenv~l data is evident.
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Since the damping rate of the ground state coherences 6 does not depend
on the spontaneous emission rates r;+‘,It is in general diRerent from the opti-
cal pumping rate k, as calculated in Eq. (26). For the isolated J = 4 - J’ = 4
system shown in Fig. 4(a), the two rates differ by a factor 1.5; the relaxation
of the ground-state magnetization is therefore anisotropic in this case. In the
case of complete reorientation of excited-state magnetization by collisions,
leading to equal decay rates as shown in Fig. 4(b), the damping rates for
ground-state population difIerence and coherence become the satne.

5. Magnetic Interactions

In the current context, the magnetic interactions between the various an-
gular momenta and the external magnetic fields are not of primary interest,
bat for the sake of completeness we will give a short summary. More details
are found in the literature (Abragam, 1961; Balling, 1975; Weissbluth, 1978).

Three sources of angular momentum occur in our context: electron-orbital
L, electron-spin S and nuclear-spin I. Each of these interacts with the exter-
nal magnetic fields and with other angular momenta of equal or different
types. The spin-orbit coupling of the electron is always the strongest inter-
action, while the interaction between the nuclear~ and electron-spin is often
the satne order of magnitude as the Zeetnan interaction of the electron; the
Zeeman interaction of the nuclear spin is usually negligible compared to the
other terms.

In the absence of an external magnetic field, the various angular momenta
couple to each other via the spin-orbit interaction of the electron and the
hyperftne interaction between electron and nucleus. For our purpose it is
sufficient to write these interactions as

&=tL.s+,4l.(L+s) (32)

where the coupling constants c of the spin-orbit interaction and the hyper-
fine coupling constant ,4 are functions of the spatial part of the electron
wave function. For the Na ground state, the hypertine coupling constant is
886 MHz, leading to a splitting of 1772 HMz The spin-orbit interaction for
the 3p orbital is 344 GH& leading to a separation of the D, and Dz transi-
tions of 0.6 nm or 17.2 CC’. The interaction of the angular momenta with
the external magnetic field is

XC=bB.(L+2S)+y,B.I (33)

where I represeats the Bohr magneton. Its numerical value is 14 CiHz/T and
for z3Na, y, is 11.3 MHz/T, so that the Zeeman interaction of the nucleus is
ttsually negligible.

Since the Zeeman interaction is often much smaller than the spin-orbit
coupling, and the two interactions do not commute with each other, the
Zeeman interaction can be truncated with respect to the spin-orbit interaction.



Spin- and orbital-angular morncmurn of the electron then remain coupled,
and the resulting first-order energy is written as

&=y,B.J (341

where 7, dewxihes the effect of the truncation. In the ground state of Na,
the electron has no orbital angular momentum, so the spin-orhit interaction
vanishes and the electron Zeeman interaction corresponds to the spin ikeman
interaction; the Lammr frequency is therefore 28 MH.z/mT. In the excited
state, the orbital angular momentum is L = 1 and the 7, factors become
9.3 MHz/mT and 18.7 MHz/mT for the zP,II and *Ps,z states, respectively.

h actual experiments, magnetic field strengths can vary over a relatively
wide range. Figure 7 shows the energy levels of the Na ground state as a func-
tkm of the magnetic field strength, measured as the Larmor frequency CO, of
EUI kAated e~ectranic spin. The spectra (top) of the figure represent examples
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for weak (CO, CC A), intermediate (CU, - A), and strong magnetic fields (CO, >> ,4).
As the magnetic field strength increases, the eigenstates of the system change
from the fully coupled states, F = 2 and F = 1, into the uncoupled states
where the individual angular momenta of electron and nucleus can be dis-
tinguished. In the low-field region (a), the spectrum consists of the low fre-
quency lines, corresponding to Zeeman transitions within the F = I and F = 2
multiplets, and the lines near 1.8 GHz, corresponding to hyperfine transi-
tions between the multiplets. At intermediate fields, these transitions can no
longer be distinguished. In the high-field region (c), the high-frequency lines
correspond to electron spin transitions near the Larmor frequency, while
the low-frequency lines near a truncated hyperfine coupling correspond to
nuclear-spin transitions,

The single low-frequency line of the spectrum in Fig. 7(a) indicates that the
F = 1 and F = 2 multiplets in the low-field region can be considered as
individual spins being subjected to a linear Zeeman effect. Accordingly, one
defines a Hamiltonian for this spin as

&=)+B.F (35)

with a coupling constant yF = y,/(2J + 1) for an alkali atom. The apparent
gyromagnetic ratio is therefore reduced by the multiplicity of the nuclear spin
compared to a hypothetical atom with no nuclear spin. For the Na ground
state, this results in a Larmor frequency of 7 MHz/mT, while the excited-state
Larmor frequencies are 2.3 MHz/mT and 4.7 MHz/mT for the zP1,z and ‘P3,*
states, respectively. Since the angular pseudo-spin E, appearing in Eq. (35),
represents the vector sum of the electronic and nuclear spin, the resonances
of Fig. 7 cannot be assigned transitions of the electron or nuclear spins,

In addition to the coherent (Hamiltonian) evolution, it is necessary to take
relaxation eflects into account. Some relaxation mechanisms alTect only opti-
cal transitions, others alTect only magnetic transitions; some aITect both. Some
relaxation mechanisms affect only coherences (optical or magnetic), others
influena populations as well as coherences. For the experiments we will dis-
cuss, the most important mechanisms are

(1) Lifetime broadening: The electronically excited state can decay to the
ground state by spontaneous emission of a photon; it tends to depopulate
the excited state and populate the ground state. It a.tTects the lifetime of optical
population differences and coherences, as well as magnetic transitions in the
excited state. Under certain conditions, the polarization of the excited state
is partly retained during the decay. Another important source of lifetime
broadening is the removal of atoms from the interaction region by free flight



(e.g., an atomic beam) or ditTusion (e.g., in a gas ceil in the presetme of a butTer
gas), This source of relaxation can be minimized by using a large tntefac-
non region (e.g., a glass cell with coated walls) or Ramsey Spectroscopy in an
atomic beam (Ramsey, 1950).

(2) Colhsion-induced relaxation: ht a gas, collisions of the atoms with the
walls of the sample cell or with other atoms and molecules Present in the gas
can lead to de-excitation and loss of phase of the coherence. Thii mechanism
therefore affects both magnetic and optical transitions, although in different
ways. It also has different effects on coherenoes and population differences
ff the electronic ground state is spherically symmetric (i.e., an s-state), coherv
ewes between ground state sublevels are only weakly affected. Ho=.we~7 if
the electron wave function is not spherically symmetric, aa in the excited States
of alkali atoms, relaxation of the magnetization by collisions with butTer gaS
atoms can be very efficient and makes it often impossible to observe magnetic
resonances in pressure-broadened systems.

(3) Time of flight: If the atom in a gas leaves the laser beam during the
process, the information stored in it is lost, so that this appears as a relaxation
mechanism. This affects coherences and populations of optical and magnetic
transitions in exactly the same way,

(4) hthomogeneous etfects: ln the calculations, we usually assume that all
the parameters of the system are homogeneous throughout the sample vol-
ume. If this is not the case, the coherences of the different atoms precess out
of Phase with resect to each other, leading to an inhomogeneous decay of the
macroscoPfc obaewables. The most important examples of inhomogeneous
effects am the wlocity distribution of the atoms in a gas, which leads to the
Doppler broadening of the optical transitions, strain broadening in cqstals,
which ctin atfwt optical as well as magnetic resoname transitions, and in-
homogeneous magnetic fields.

(5) Fl~ctwth.gcxkmal fields: If external fields have a nonvanishing sp-
tral density at one Of the transition frequencies of the system, they can in-
&m absvh cc ~mksb% thereby driving the population differen= of the
tmmttion towards zero. This relaxation mechanism can always h “eglected
fc~r OPtiCal transitbs, but is important for magnetic transitions, The swctral
densities have to be evaluated in the center of mass system of the at,,m, SO
that i”h~mog-xs static fields can lead to relaxation of moving atoms.
sP@+ldensities twa zxo frequency can also lead to nonresonant (adiabatic)
Aaxatton of wherences of any transition. If, as we have assumed, there
is no static electric dipole moment, this mechanism affectS only magnetic
coherences.

(6) CouPlmg to other systems: ff the interaction between various identical
Or digemnt atoms is not neghgible, our description of the total syStem as an
ensemble of many individual subsystems is no longer valid, gmce an exact
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description of a system of 2 10” atoms is not feasible, these eflects are taken
into account in a qualitative, phenomenological way. In tnany cases, a qoa-
litativeiy correct description of the system is obtained by adding a homage-
neous relaxation mechanism to the transitions. While these couplings can
affect all transitions, their effect can differ widely, depending on the nature of
the interaction. These mechanisms are usually of little importance in gaseous
systems, but am usually quite important in solids. As in the case of fluctuating
external fields, these intersystem couplings can lead to relaxation effects of
populations and coherences if the power spectral density of their autocor-
relation function does not vanish at the transition frequency. They can also
lead to adiabatic relaxation of coherences if the power spectral density near
zero frequency is appreciable.

D. GROUND STATE MA~ETIZATION (SPIN 4)

I. sym?l

In the preceding section, the derivation of the equation of motion for a
reduced ground-state density operator under the influence of circularly po-
larized light was outlined. Here, we apply it to the generic case of a J = 4
ground state and present an analytical solution. Figure 4 gives a simplified
schematic representation of a possible system consisting of a J = i ground
state and a J’ = 4 excited state. This system is a model of the ground state
of an alkali atom with nuclear spin 1 = 0. While real alkali all have a non-
vanishing nuclear spin, the treatment of this hypothetical system yields many
of the features of real systems, and since it can & solved analytically, it gives
much better insight into the actual physics than numerical solutions of the
nxl systems.

The spin-$ system in which we are interested (see Fig. 4) consists of a J = 1
atomic ground state and a J’ = f excited state. We choose the quantization
axis parallel to the direction of the laser beam, so that the only allowed transi-
tions are the ones indicated by the dashed lines. If the system is irradiated
with left circularly polarized light, it couples to the transition 11) ++ 14).
The three levels [l), 12), and 14) correspond then exactly to the three-level
system used for the derivation of optical pumping and light-shift effect. In
order to use the formulas derived there, we have to specify the spontaneous
emission rates from level l4> to both ground-state sublevels. In a free atom,
the spontaneous emission rate is proportional to the square of the electric
dipole matrix element, which has relative values of 2 to I for the J-J’ = k I
vs. the J-J’ = 0 transitions [see Fig. 4(a)]. However, if the atom of interest
is located in a cell with a buffer gas, it undergoes maoy collisions with buffer
gas atotns during the lifetime of the excited state. Since the valence electron
is in a p-type orbital in the excited state, these collisions with buffer gas atoms
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lead to a relatively efficient equilibration of the excited Gate population:
although the optical radiation connects only to level 14). bOth excited-state
sublevels actualiy get populated. This results, for example., in a dependence
of the optical pumping on the buffer gas prcssurc (Franz and Fran& l96Q
In our context, it is sufficient to model the excited state as shown in Fig. 4(b)
or with a single energy level with equal relaxation rates to both pound state
sublevels.

The dynamics cau be described in a retaGvely simple way if we parametrize
the effects of optical pumping, damping, and light shift caiculakd previously.
We define the optical pumping rate P+ as

‘+ = 4rz(l + A2)
(36)

We consider two ground-state sublevels, as in the model system just treated.
Since this now represents Our total system of interest, wedrop the indices 1 ad
2 and use the spin operator S for the description of a twokvel ground state
system.

2. Longimdituzl Pumping
We first consider the case where a magnetic field is applied parallel to the

direction of propagation of the light. The systm is then axially symmetric9
and it is most convenient to choose the quantization axis (the z-axis) parallel
to the symmetry axis so that the equation of motion for the ground-state
subsystem becomes

ti=-i[.&~l+fp+P+& (37)

&, = (AP+ + C$)S* (39
where A = A/r* represents the resonance o&et A of the laser frequency.
normalkcd to the dephasing rate rz of the optical cohereua. f represents the
relaxation superopcratOr that includes all the damping mshaaisms sum-
ma&ad Previously. As we have seen, the relaxation rate of the populations
and cohereu=s dwnd in general on the strength of the optical transitions
couPlcd t0 the subkvels. In order to simplify the theor&= analysis, we
assume here that Population differences and cohereuws decay &h the same
rate ?‘~ir = Yo ?- P+, whclc Y,, summarizes the terms that do not depend on the
optical imadiation, such as diffusion processes. This isotropic relaxation
occurs in a system where collisions of the excited atoms with t&er gas atems
lead to a reorientation of the excited-state magnetization. The equation of
motion can then be rewritten as

b=-~C%.~~l-y~~~p+P+s~ (39)
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The general solution of the equation of motion is

P(C) = Sz[Gq - (zCq - z(O)) em7-Cr’] + [x& cos(lW + ySY sin@)] em7”f’ (40)

where x, y, and z are expansion coefficients determined by the initial condi-
tions x(O), y(O), and z(O), and the equilibrium magnetization is z_, = P+/yecc =
P+/(yo + P+). Cl = iP+ + QL represents the total precession frequency deter-
mined by the sum of the light shift contribution and the Larmor precession.
The motion of the longitudinal component parallel to the symmetry axis is
thus decoupled from the motion of the transverse component perpendicular
to it. Magnetization is created by the optical pumping process along the z
axis, and this component approaches the stationary value exponentially at a
rate yCff. Transverse components decay at the same rate, while simultaneously
processing around the symmetry axis. The dynamics of this system therefore
closely resemble those of a freely precessing spin, with the magnetic field aug-
mented by the light-shift effect and the equilibrium magnetization depending
cm the light intensity, As discussed earlier, the expansion coefficients of the
density operator in terms of the angular momentum operators are propor-
tional to the magnetization components. We emphasize this fact by writing
them as III = nz_ IQ and mz. For the typical case where the system is in
thermal equilibrium when the laser is turned on, the magnetization of the
system evolves as

m(t) = [0, 0, z_(l - e?=rr’)] (41)

This is the typical situation of optical pumping where transfer of polariz-
ticm from the light field to the spin system is used to enhance the magnetic
resonance signal.

3. Tranwme Pumping

Another possible exp6rimental setup uses a magnetic field B perpendicular
to the laser beam. The system is now no longer axially symmetric; we choose
the coordinate system such that the z axis remains parallel to the laser beam,
and we orient the _x axis in the direction of the magnetic field. The aqua-
tion of motion is the same as for the case of longitudinal pumping, but the
Hamiltonian changes to

XJ = AP+ ss + Q.& (42)

Since the magnetic field is no longer parallel to the laser beam, the cwer-
all effective field now forces a precession of the magnetic moment around the
axis Sl = (QL, 0, &P+), whose .x component, n=, is given by the strength of
the magnetic field B, and whose z component results from the light-shift term
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AJ’+ bee Fig. 8). With our choice of coordinate system, the effective field is
tbw always io the xz plane. The second and third twms of m. (37) remain
the same.

It is instnxt& to rewrite the equation of motion in terms of the mag-
netization vector nt (Mitschke et al., 1986).

(43)
with

Q=(Q,O,AP+) (44)

representing the effective field whose z comPonent is equal to the light-shift,
and whose- x component is equal to the Lxmor contribution, This equation
is quite zuEi~Og011S to the Bloch equation with a magnetic field in the xz-plane.
e=Pt that the magnetization that is generated by the inhomogeneous third
term ia Eq. (43) is not aligned with the effective field,

The general solution of this equation of motion is

(45)
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(46)

(47)

(48)

It has been shown that this stationary magnetization can be calculated
exactly for arbitrary laser intensities (Adonts ef al., 1989). Since the mag-
netization is generated along a direction that does not coincide with the
effective field, the equilibrium magnetization III_ is in general not parallel to
either of the two directions. A typical example is shown in Fig. 8. Note that the
eigenvectors to, <+, given by Eq. (46) are noi normalized to unit length.

The eigenvector co is parallel to the effective field and thus corresponds to
longitudinal magnetization, while <+1 describes the transverse component
precessing around the effective field. The precession frequency fl is determined
by the Larmor frequency f&and the light-shift term &P+. The deviation from
the Larmor frequency is always positive and largest if the optical detuning is
equal to the homogeneous line width (A = I).

The expansion coeffkients C~ are determined by the initial condition. For
a sample in thermal equilibrium, the ground state orientation vanishes, i.e.,
m(O) = 0, The coefficients are then

The evolution of the magnetization is shown graphically in Fig. 9 for the
parameters P+ = 5. IO4 s.eC’, y,, = IO4 XC-~, QJ2n = - 1.5 MHz, b = -0.1
[Fig. 9(a)], and & = 0 [Fig. 9(b)]. The curved line represents the tip of the
magnetization vector tracing out a curve in three-dimensional space. Also
shown is the separation of the initial magnetization [m(O) = 0] into the
eigenvectors, The component mm represents the stationary magnetization,
and co&, is the longitudinal magnetization, i.e., the component of the time-
dependent magnetization m(r) - III_ that is parallel to the effective field, and
c,& +c_,<_, is the transverse component perpendicular to the effective field.

For b # 0, the evolution of the time-dependent components leads to a
precession of the magnetization vector whose tip traces out the dashed curve
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on the surface of the shaded cone. The tip of this cone is the stationarj mag-
netization; its location is determined by the system parameters [see Eq. (WI.
The symmetry axis of the cone is parallel to the direction of the effective. field
fi, and the opening angle is determined by the initial condition (in our case
the or&in O), which must lie on the surfa~ of the cone. If the optical field
is applied at exact resonance (A = O), the tirtual field doe to the light shift
vanishes; as shown in Fig. g(b), the cone collapses in this case to a circle lying io
the yz plane.

The motion of the magnetization vector can k compared to the preassioa
of magokation around the effective field in the rotating frme during rf
irradiation. %xe the optical pulse generates a & &e&e field, the spin
Pmc+%ioQ occw here in the (static) laboratory frame of referen=. A similar
case is known from zero-field magnetic resoaanw, where de magnetic field
PuiSeSCaa be wed for excitation and detection(Kreis et al. 1985. Millat et GIL,
198% The main difference between the two casm is the op&,~ p&ping effect,

dd kskauy &++es the equilibrium magnetization, i.e., the tip of the cone,
away fmm the origin.
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It is interesting to compare polarization enhancement of magnetic re-
sonance transitions by optical pumping to the snore familiar example of
Hartmann-Hahn cross-polarization (Hartmann and Hahn, 1962; Levitt
et ~1.. 1986) from the point of view of thermodynamics. In both cases, the
transfer of polarization leads to an entropy decrease in the system of interest;
however, since the process occurs spontaneously under the appropriate con-
ditions, the overall entropy must increase. In the Hartmann-Hahn case, this
is achieved by a decrease of the population dilTerence of the second spin
species. In the cast of optical pumping, the entropy is transferred into the ra-
diation field: polarization of the spin system is only possible by scattering
photons from the laser mode into different modes (different spatial modes as
well as different polarization states), which were not populated before the
interaction.

Apart from the entropy increase, thermodynamics also requires the con-
servation of energy. In the case of longitudinal pumping, the energy levels are
nondegenerate, so the spin system also needs to exchange energy with the
radiation field, thereby shifting the frequency of the scattered photons. The
scattered light is therefore slightly red-shifted with respect to the pwnp
wavelength. In the case of transverse pumping, the levels are degenerate, and
the transfer of population between them is energy preserving. Frequency shifts
of the scattered photons are still possible, but the upper and lower frequency
sidebands have the same intensity, so there is no overall transfer of energy
from the spin system to the radiation field.

E. OPTICAL DETECTION

1, Principk

Magnetization in an atomic system can be detected in several ways. At this
point we are not interested in detecting the radiation associated with the
precessing magnetic dipole, but we do want to consider those methods where
light incident on the system is modified by the presence of the Zeeman
polarization. The methods that have beex~ used for this parpow use either
the light scattered by the sample or light transmitted through the sample.
Observation of the polarization of scattered light (Kastler, 1967) primarily
provides information oa the excited state: the @arization is uniquely
determined by the population of the excited state and the decay rates for the
individual transitions to the ground state. However, since the polarization of
the radiation that optically pumps the system is known, indirect information
about the ground state is also available. Transmitted light, on the other hand,
is modified by the polarization in the ground state as well as in the excited
state, The order present in thesystem can change theabsorption probability or
the index of refraction of the medium.
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The observation of fluorescent light has the advantage that all the photons
detected were scattered by the sample and therefore carry infomation cm the
resonance under investigation. It is therefore background-free in the seme that
radiation that does not interact with the atoms is not detected and does not
interfere with the measurement. However, the sensitivity of this m&d k
limited in other respects: only a small fraction of the photons scattered by the
sample can actually be detected in this way. If the radiation transmitted
through the sample is detected instead, it is possible in principle to detect all
of the radiation that interacted with the sample simply by focussing the
transmitted laser beam on a photodiodc.

HOW transmitted light is arected by the polarization in the sample can be
easily +.uaked by considering Fig. 10. If the population of the excited state
is oeg&ible, oolY the atoms in state 1 I) interact with o+ light, while the atoms
io state 12) interact with c lights If circularly polarized light is transmitted
through the sample, the absorption probability, as well as the dispersion, is
ProPortional to the mm&r of atoms in the corresponding substate and is
therefore determined bY the polarization of the sample. While such measure
merits are Pchtde and actually have &n used (hhmelt, 1957a), they have
the disadvantage that fluctuations of the laser amplitude are transformed
directly into noise in the recorded signal. This problem at-, be largely
eliminated bY peflorming difference measurements, Conccptoa~~Y, one corn-
Pares the absorption of right circularly polat-ized light with the absorption of
left circularlY polarized light, thereby directly measoting the population
difference, i.e., the z component of the magnethtion.

The osual imP~emwation of this method uses linearly polarizd light,
which represents a soperposition of two circularly polarked beams of equal
intensitY. The two comPonents are separated behind the sample “ia a beam
splitter* and the intensities of the partial beams are measured separately, then
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the resulting signals are suhtmcted. Since the amplitude fluctuations of the
two partial beams are correlated, they can be eliminated hy subtraction of
the two photocnrrcnts, The method is therefore, to first order, insensitive to
fluctuations in the laser amplitude and has better sensitivity than fluorescence
measurements, unless the absorption is only a small fraction of the transmitted
light, In this case, shot noise from the large background amplitude can become
the predominant noise source; if the two laser beams were derived from the
same souze, the shot noise is anticorrelated on the two detectors and there-
fore adds up if the photocurrents are subtracted.

A possible experimental setup for a purely optical magnetic resonance
experiment is shown in Fig, l I. A circularly polarized pump beam excites the
magnetization in the sample cell, which is placed in a magnetic field. A second,
linearly polarized laser beam, which is derived from the same laser, is passed
through the sample cell at a small angle with respect to the punp beam in
order to achieve maximum overlap of the two beams. The second beam has
an intensity that is much smaller than that of the pump beam and is used as a
probe for the polarization state of the system. Since it is linearly polarized, it
interacts with both transitions labelled C+ and K in Fig. IO.

Since our interest lies in therftransition, but we detect the optical transition,
some kind of heterodyne detection scheme must be used when measurements
are performed in the time domain. In an optical experiment, the nonlinear
element that achieves the mixing between the signal and the local oscillator is
the detector itself. If the signal and the local oscillator are both plane waves
propagating in the same direction, the electric field amplitude & at the
detector can be written as

Ad = A,, + A (W

where A0 represents the amplitude of the local oscillator and A is the signal
amplitude. The detector yields a signal which is proportional to

A: = (A,, + A)* = A; + 2AoA + A’ (51)
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The optical frequencies are eliminated since the response time of the de-
tector is much longer than an optical cycle. h most CZWZS, the hw wed for
detection &O provides the local oscillator. If OJ rePmen@ the sk~a~ fm-
~“~OCY and CO,, the frequency of the local oscillator, the interference term
A,,,4 in Eq. (51) oscillates, therefore, at the difference frequency m-c%. This
detection scheme has several remarkable properties: the interference term
can bc considerably stronger than the signal term A*. This so-called hetero-
dyne advantage can provide a sensitivity, which is considerablY higher than
if only the signal were detected (Levenson and B&y, 1979). In addition. the
subtraction of the laser frequency from the signal that was formed with the
same laser beam eliminates laser frequency jitter as a possible line broadening
mechanism. Although the detection uses optical radiation, the resolution is
therefore not limited by the laser line width, but can actually be many orders of
magnitude higher.

2. Propagation of Light in a Polarized Medium

In a homogeneous medium, the propagation of light can be described with
two parameters: the index of absorption u and the index of refraction n. Due
to the optical pumping, the system considered here is anisotropic, and COIP
sequently the absorption coegicient and the index of refraction dePcnd on the
polarization of the light. In general the polarization of light can be described
as a point in a two-dimensional space with any two different states as basis
states (Born and Wolf, 1980). The most frequently used basis states are either
those of IeIt and right circular polarization or those of linear polarization,
e.g., along the x and y axis. Light with a given polarization entering such an
anisotroPic system is not only attenuated and delayed, but the polarization
can also be changed; linearly polarized light, for example, can be converted
into elliptically polarized light.

In the case of our J = J +.+ J’ = $ model system, light entering the system
with circular polarization remains circularly polarized; the circularly polar-
ized states therefore represent polarization eigenstates. It is therefore advan-
tageous to use them as basis states for the description of light propagating
through the medium. We write u+(a) for the absorption coefficient for right
(or left) circularlY polarimd light, and n+ (or n-) for the index of refraction.
As described PreYiously, the index of absorption (or refraction) is directly
proportional to the population difference for that particular transition, We
therefore have (Mitschke et aI., 1986)

% = %(I * mz) (52)

n* - 1 = hl - l)(l f m:) (53)

where eo and no rePresent the coeRcients of the unpolar&d medium,
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We now have to calculate the complex amplitude of the probe laser beam as
it passes through the test region. We write E+(O) (E_(O)) for the amplitude of
the right (or left) circularly polarized light. After passing a distance I through
the sample, the amplitude of the + component becomes

E+ = ~+(~)~-~*~,~e~~“,~,,~ (54)

and for the - component accordingly, Phase and amplitude of the light
behind the sample therefore contain information about the polarization of the
sample, which can be extracted by an appropriate analysis of the transmitted
light. With an appropriate experimental setup, it is possible to extract this
information either from the absorption or the dispersion, i.e., either from the
amplitude or the phase of the transmitted light.

If the transmitted laser bcdm passes through the setup shown in Fig. 12,
the retardation plate together with the beam splitter separate the light into
two components whose intensity is equal to the intensity of the circularly po-
larized components, The intensity of each beam is proportional to the input
intensity multiplied by the attenuation for the corresponding circular polar-
ization by the sample, On the photodiodes, this intensity is converted into a
photocurrent so that after subtracting the two photocurrents, the resulting
signal is proportional to the difference of the two intensities.

From Eq. (54), wc calculate the intensity difTerence AI between left and right
circularly polarized light after the sample as

(55)

For small signals, i.e., m& CC 1, it it useful to expand this expression in a
power series with respect to III=. Since all even order terms vanish, the linear
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term

1%)

is Often a good approximation for the exact signal. Apparently. this detection
scheme allows a direct measurement of the polarization component mz Ga the
change in the differential absorption profile. lt is backgroood-fre& arxd the
msulting signal is directly proportional to the magnetization compooeot ‘a~>
weighted with the absorption coefficient a0 multiplied by the ioteraCtim
length I of the sample and attenuated by the absorption of the isotropic
sample Cam’.

4. Dispersive Detection

Instead of measuring the diRerewe in absorption, it is also POssihle to
measure the difference in dispersion between right and left circularly polarixd
light. The experimental setup remains almost the same as the One shown in
Fig. 12, except that the retardation plate lab&d A/4 is removed. The dif.
ference of the two photocurrents becomes then

Al = G-eMn0’sinh(2mzd0)
2G0

(57)

where & = 01~ - I)l. We can again make a linear expansion

(58)

The signal is now proportional to the dispersion 6,, of the u~pchizecl
medium,

Both detection schemes therefore have similar properties, exmpt for the
dependence oo the optical detuning. The dispersive scheme is advantageous if
measurements are to he performed far from resonance, since its sensitivity
drops oF mow sloWlY as a function of optical &toning, while the absorptive
scheme allow measwements near the center of the optical resonance line.
Both detection schemes discussed here refer t0 spin+ systems where the
Ohswahle of interest is always a component Of the magoeti=tiOo, In more
complicated spin systems, other detection geometries =,, he used io order to
dettw different ohsewahIes such as alignment (Mishina et u[., lggg).

IV* Pheamnenologieal Overyiew

Of the many different exlxriments performed io the area of Opti&ly
detected magnetic resooance, we are interested primarily in time-resolved
experiments~ where transient phenomena are investigated. The systems on-
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der investigation are either atomic gases cw solids. The simplest systems for
the study of coherent spin transients are clearly atomic vapors where the
coherences can be excited either between dilTerent Zeeman substates or be-
tween hypertine substates. Most experiments have been performed on alkali
or rare earth atoms (Mlynek and Lange, 1979; Mlynek et aI., 198lb; Fukuda
et cd., 1981; Lehmitz et al., 1986; Bohr and Mlynek, 1986).

Another group of experiments was performed on ionic solids, where tran-
sition metal ions exhibit a strong coupling between electronic (optical)
transitions and nuclear spin substates. In these systems, it is therefore pssible
to excite nuclear spin transitions, often in combination with rf irradiation.
(Mlynek a al., 1983; Mitsunaga et al., 1984, 1985; Shelby et al., 1983; Szabo,
1986; Erickson, 1990). However, electron spin transitions have also been
observed (Holliday ad., 1990; Kohmoto et a/., 1983).

In this section, we give an overview of these experiments. Our main goal is to
show how these signals arise and by which parameters the experimenter can
control the dynamics of these systems. For the sake of clarity, we present only
our owtt experimental data from Na vapor. In addition, we summarize other
authors’ experiments and refer to the literature for the details.

A. EXWRIM~~AL. ARRANGEMENT

Atomic vapors of alkali, such as Na, or of rare earths with a single valence
electron, such as Yb, provide systems that are simple enough to study in detail
experimentally as well as theoretically, A typical experimental setup for the
study of alkali vapors is shown in Fig 13, As a specific example, we discuss
Na vapor. The metal is placed in a cwamic tube, which can be evacuated and
filled with a b&r gas. The tube is heated until the vapor pressure of the
metal is high enough that some 20% of a probe laser beam passing through
the sample cell is absorbed. The purpose of the buffer gas is to broaden the

x
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t+ Clxl.
t%. 13, Typical expezimenta~ setup for the observation of opdcally excited spin transients in

an atomic W.~JX; BS = beam’ splitter, AOM = accowtooptic modulator, PD = photcdiodc,
AMP = amplifier.



homogeneous optical line width by causing collisions bctwcen Na atoms and
tbc b&r gas, thereby eliminating the inhornogeneotts DoPP1er broadening
ff the pressum broadening WXIXIS the bypxfine inferaction, the oPticat res-
onance line can be considered homogetteaus. For many pt~rposes. it k then
Possible to disregard the hyperfine interaction altogether and aPProximate
the system by a J = $ ti J’ = +systcm. It is then possible to compare the mea
surements directly with a simple theory. In addition. the motiott of the Na
atoms in the vapor cell becomes diffusive, and the average time that the atoms
spend in the laser beam is increased by two orders of magnitude to about
ltxl pscc.

The laser beam, which is derived from a cw ring dye laser is split into twc
parts: a circularly polarized pump beam and a linearly polarized probe beam
The pump beam is chopPed by an accoustooptic modulator, which can
provide pulses with rise times in the order of ItIOns. The two beams are Passed
through the sample at a small angle of -0.5’ and overlap in the probe region,
This allows one to separate the two beams behind the detector and block the
pump beam, while the probe beam is split into the two circularly polarmed
components whose intensities are measured with fast photodiodes. AS de-
scribed in the previous section, the differcmc of the two photocurrents is
then directly proportional to the z component of the magnetization. The
external magnetic field is produced by Helmholtz coils in three orthogonal
dketions. The currents in the coils are adjusted to generate a field perpen-
dkdar to the direction of the laser beam; the experiment thus represents an
example of transverse pumping

fn a specific cnamP{e, the experiments were performed on the Dt line of
atomic Na (2 = 589.6 nm) @titer et al., 1990; Rosatzin et ,a~,, 199Oa,b). Argon
(2’0 mbar) was added as a buffer gas, which lead to a pressure broadening of
rz = 2.1 (%I~ of the optical transition. The total power in tbc pump beam was
eG 190 mW3 and the beam diameter was of the order of 1 mms, so the intensity
was of the order of 10’ Wrn-‘, well below the saturation jntensity. The opti-
calcoherenccs and the population of the excited state are therefore negligible
and the observed dynamics are due only to the ground state, The total power
Of the probe beam was - 10 )tW, low enough that the dynamics of the @em
were not sected. The magnetic field was of the order of mme tens of PT;
the Land& factor of the ground state of Na is \gr\ = 0.5, so that the Larmor
frequency is 7 MHz/mT,

Figure 14 shows a typical response of the system to an optical ptdse The
system k mitialjY in thermal equilibrium SO that the signal v&&es, When
the laser is turned on, it creates magnetization in the sample, which starts to
Preccss around the efTective field. This notation appears as an oscillation of
the signal, which is damped  by the optical pumping. on a timescale of a few
tens Of miCro=md% the magnetization of the sample reaches a stationary



state. Since this stationary magnetization is not parallel to the direction of
the magnetic field, it starts to precess after the end of the laser pulse; this
precession appears as a free induction decay in the signal.

With the experimental arrangement described previously, the observable
signal is proportional to the magnetization component parallel to the di-
rection of the law beam mz. From the solution of the equation of motion
derived in the theoretical section we find that immediately after the optical
pulse is turned on, the time dependence of this component can be written as

mz(t) = [,4, cos(flt - $J) + AJ emy-rr’ + rnsm (59)

where the amplitudes of the oscillatory and the background component are



The phase of the osCillatory signal is

and the stationary magnetization becomes

(63)

We can thus distinguish three terms via their Characteristic time depen.
dence: the first term, originating from the magnetization orthogonal to thC
effective field, oscillates at the frequency 0 and is simultaneous)y attenuated
at a rate car,. The second term, corresponding to Ihe magnetization Camp@
nent parallel to the etTective field, doCs not osCillate, but decays at the UNIX
rate as the o&Ming part. The third, time-independent term represents thC
stationary ground-state magnetization. The evolution of the component %
as a function of time is shown graphically in Fig, 15(a). The relevant param-
eters used for the calculation are & = 2, P+ = 2. 105 m-l, ~/2n = 318 k%
and ? = 3.3. IO4 sect’. The solid line represents the magnetization ComP@
nent m&) as a function of time; the second term of f?,q. (59). i.e., the contribw
tion from the exponentially decaying longitudinal magnetization, is depicted
separately by the d.xshed curve. The precession of the transverse magnet&-
tion is seen 8s an oscillation superimposed onto the expnential background,
The final value is determined by the stationary tern mzw.

Figure IS(b) shows the Fourier transform of the baseline-corrCcted tbtx
domain signal displayed in Fig. lS(a). in this representation, the longimdinaf
and transverse (with respect to the effective field) components of the magnC-
tizttion aPpear as separate resonances at ” = 0 and m = *Q respective[Y,
ThC ~ongitudinzd component appears as an aborption signal,  while the
tmnsverse Component has a mixed phase which is given by Eq. (62),

-ihe stati0n.w wlw of the ground state magnetization, mz_, is determined
by two Competing eITects which are representi by two d&rent term in
Eq. (63): the tirs.t tern, P+/ytif, is the ground state otientation m it would rC_
sub from oPtica PumPbQ in the absence of a magnetiC field. The second term
is the modification due to the precession around the tilted eEmti”e field. ThC
presence of the magnetic field thus always leads to a decreasC of the ground
state orientation. In the limit of strong magnetic fields ~2 ,, &zp;, &, the
stationarY value of the 2 magnetization vanishes. This’c$ b understood as
a’ off-reson~n~ etTect: the optical pumping as well as the light &,ift appear
a’ dc effects in the ground-state dynamics and are therefore shifted away from
‘he resonance by the l-armor frequency. At high ~armor frequencies, the
excitation =kme described here can therefore provide only re[ativCIy sma))
piafi=tion of the system.
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Equations (60-(63) predict that amplitude, phase, and damping rate of the
notation signal should depend cm the laser intensity. Some typical experi-
mental results for the dynamic response of the sample at dinerent pump
powers are shown in Fig. 16. Since the beam diameter was 1.1 nxn, the laser
powers given in the figure in milliwatts correspond approximately to average.
intensities measured in kilowatts per square meter. The corresponding Rabi
frequencies are -C 10s Hz, well helow the optical saturation intensity. The
signals were recorded with the laser frequency tuned I.5 GH.z below res-
onance, i.e., at b = -0.7. When the laser field is switched on, the sublevel





the oscillations by the optical pumping leads to a nonexponential decay of the
signal, with the signal components from the center of the pump beam decaying
faster than the signal contributions from the regions with lower intensities.

The dependence of the notation signal on the optical detuning is shown in
Fig. 17. The left column shows the experimental data, and the right column
was calculated with Eqs. (59)-(63). The experimental signals were recorded
with 20 mW pump power, and the same parameter values were used for the
theoretical curves. Apart from the overall amplitude for all four spectra, no
adjustable parameters have been used for this calculation. The agreement
between the theoretical prediction and the experimental results is quite good,
which is very satisfying in view of our rather simple model. From our theory,
we expect that the observed signals should not depend on the sign of the
optical detuning. Experimentally we observe a small asymmetry of the signal
amplitude, which we tentatively assign to the unresolved hyperfine structure
of the optical transition or to a misalignment of the laser beam with respect to
the magnetic field.

In the theoretical as well as in the experimental data, we find that as the
detuning is increased, the pump rate is reduced, and the signal intensity and



the magnetization decay rate are decreased. In addition to the amplitude, the
phase of the notation signal also depends on laser intensity and laser dewing.
These variations are not so easily observed in the time domain signals, but are
readily seen in the corresponding Fourier transforms. Figure 18 shows an
example of spectra, which are the Fourier transfoms of the data shotvo in
Fig. 17.

The theoretical model and the measurements give some guidelines for the
ewerimentalist who wants to polarize the ground state by optical pumping to
the largest extent pwible. In the limit of low laser power, i.e., if the opticd
pump rate P+ falls below the Larmor frequency aL, the evolving mag-
aetization show pronounced oscillations as a function of time (see Fig. 1%
since the amplitude of these oscillations is larger than the stationary value of
the magnetization by a factor of or&r C&/P+, it is advantageous to sample
the magmtization not in the steady state, but at the l,eak of the oscillatio%
which is reached after a time 7z/(2f&). In the case of strong irradiation, ou
tha other hand, the oscillatory component is small; the magnetimtion quickly
reaches au equilibCan value and remains constant thereafter.

These obsmvations can be related to rf experiments, where it is weI1 known
that if one suddenly applies an rf field to nuclear spins, it is possible to observe
osciIlatious at the generalized Rabi frequency, including the resonance
detuaiag from the sublevel splitting frequency (Abragam, 1961). I,, the optical
ca% the Hective field is the combination of a magnetic field a,-,d a pseudo
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magnetic field due to the light shift effect. The main differences are that in the rf
case, the magnetization precesses around the effective field but stays constant
in length (apart from relaxation effects). In the optical case, the magnetization
is created during the irradiation and the stationary value is nonzero.

C. FREE INDUCTION DECAY

The optical pulse generates a polarization that does not commute with the
Hamiltonian of the free atom. If the laser field is turned off nonadiabatically,
the polarization starts to precess around the magnetic field, which is oriented
along the x axis. In the experiment described previously, the z component of
the magnetization is observed; the part of the magnetization that contributes
to the observed signal is therefore the projection into the ~2 plane Q. After
the end of the optical pulse, this component evolves as

As shown in Fig. 19, A and 4 represent the polar coordinates of the
magnetization vector in the JU plane (left side of Fig. 19); in the FID signal
(right side of Fig. l9), they appear as amplitude and phase.

The dependence of amplitude and phase of the FID signal on laser intensity
and laser detuning can be seen more easily in the limit where the optical
pumping rate is large compared to the relaxation due to diffusion, P+ B y,,.
This condition is usually fulfilled as long as the irradiation frequency is aear
resonance. We have then

where the dimensionless parameter

is the ratio of the on-resonance optical pumping rate to the Larmor frequency.
In the limit considered here, the phase of the FID signal depznds only on p,
while the amplitude depends also on the normalized optical detaning.
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of the optical pulse. At high laser intensity, the stationary magnetization is
large and almost parallel to the laser beam. Accordingly, the measured signal
evolves as cos(QLg), starting near its maximum; at low intensity the magne-
tization is oriented almost parallel to the y axis, and its amplitude is much
smaller. The signal is conespxdingly smaller and starts as sin(Q,t), with
oscillations that sre much larger than the stationary signal during the pulse.

Systematic measurements of the variation of ampliiude and phase as a
function of the laser intensity are summarized in Fig. 21 together with the
theoretical prediction. The three&s of data were taken at diKerent magnetic
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held strengths. For high enough laser power, when the optmat Pump mte FL
exceeds the Larmor frequency Qs, the equilibrium magrtetizatron is &strd
almost parallel to the z axis (4 a 0), and the amplitude can reach yahtessrat
unity. If the laser intensity is decreased, the amplitude of the ground~*tstr
polarization decreases and the projection of the magnetizaticm yect”rintotk
yrplane tilts towards the y axis. For theobserved signal, thiscormWndst0*s
increase of the phase towards W. The resonance detuning of the tamr WW’
to A/2s = 9.S GHx in all measurements.

Amphtnde and phase of the FID signal depend not only on the’sso
intensity, but also on tbe resonance oRset of the iaser and the strength of Or
magnetic field. From the simplified Eq. (66)-(6~ it is evident that the
dependence 0f the FID phase on the optical detuning should be yerY smsh
white the amplitude has a Lorentxian dependenoe. It reaches a maximuute(
~/(l + Ps)“* on resonance and falls off to half this value at & = k(t t P’)“‘,
This bohayior is qualitatively analogous to the situation in magnetic
resonance OZrnst er al., 1987). in the case of rf spetiroscopy, the reason for the
variation is baskally a change of the dirwtion of the effective field fii one
component of this field is the resonance detuning of the rf field, the other isthr
rf fte)d strength. In the optical case discussed here the effective field s’@
depends on the optical denming, but amplitude and phase are determined cot
0ntY by the efkctke field, hut also by the optical pumping, which is oriestee
along the e axis, independent of the optma) frequency,

Experimental results of the depondene of the PLD signa( on the 0Pt)ot’
detunmg are summarized in Fig, 22. These data were rworded with a 0%
PembJe detection scheme. According to &,. (58). the measured signal is tt%tr
proportiona) to the magnetization ~mponent m and the dete,&n set&*
jtY, which in this case is proportionaf to &(I + is), This dependen= of the
expeCmd sfgna) Ott the laser detuning has been taken into aWOnnt for the @l*
culation of the theoretka) curve in Fig. 22. As a consequence, the measured
signat vanishes on resoname where the magnettsatior,  is largest,

A special case arises in zero magnetic field nhere the Hami7tonian cow
mutes with the magnetization, which is created by the optiml ptunping, s0
‘hat “’ pmo%on occurs and the magnetimtion remains along the )aser
beam. The phase of the FtD is therefore a)Ways sero under these conditions,
independent of the laser intensity.
'y measuting the fWw%cY of the free prewssion the method described

‘em can be “sedl for example, tomeasurezero-held sp)&ngs such as hyperhne
splittings in ground states as well as electr0nmaOy extited states, Gne example
is ‘he measurement 0f the hYperfme splittings in the ionic sotid pr’+: yttrium
“uminum garnet WAG) at low temperature (she)by er dL, t9g3). Here the
‘fD signalcOn*ained several frequency compOnents which t..,uld be extracted
‘mm ‘he time-resOIYed data bY subsequent Fourier transformation of the
signals.



As discussed previously, it is also possible to measure higher multipole
moments like alignment instead of the magnetization, if different detection
geometries are wed. It is therefore possible to use the technique to determine
the relaxation rates of these multipole moments in ground or near-ground
atomic levels. One example is the study of the depolarization of the 4f66s2
‘F, near-ground level of samarium by collisions with rare-gas lxrturbers
(Lowe et al., 1987; McLean et al., lPP0). With an appropriate choice of po-
larization and geometry, Zeeman beat signals were obtained whose decay
directly yields the relaxation rates of orientation and alignment. A striking
result from those measurements was that a substantial anisotropy in the col-
lisional relaxation in the ‘F, level of Sm could be observed.

It is-also instructive to discuss the method in a different representation. In a
reference frame with the quantization axis parallel to the direction of the static
magnetic field, the ground-state orientation mx (i.e., along the laser beam)
appears as coherence between the ground-state sublevels that are induced by a



resonant two-photon transition of the Raman-tyPz(sce Fig. 1). In this Picture,
the relationship of the experiments to the well-known coherent Raman beats
becomes obvious. ln the latter case, the oscillations are observed in coherently
prepared molecular samples when the level degeneracy is suddenly rcmowzd
by Stark-pulse switching (Erewer and Shoemaker, 1971.1972; Shoemaker and
Bre~cr, 1972; Brewer, 1977b). The laser and the Raman light then ProPagate
together and product a coherent beat at a detector that corresponds to the
level shift induced by the Stark-pulse switching. Coherent Raman beats have
been observed, for example, in molecular systems such as ‘sCH3 F (Shmmaker
and Erewer, 1972) or “NH 3 (Van Stryland and Shoemaker, 1979) and in ruby
at liquid He temperature (Endo et d, 1982). In the latter case, the Raman beats
were associated with the supcrhyperline structure due to the Cr- Al inter-
action in ruby.

In the method discussed so far, the time resolution of the experiment is
determined by the speed of the accoustooptic modulator that generates the
pulses and the optoelectronic detection system. lf necessary, considerably
higher time resolution can bc obtained by using a pulsed laser system. The
time-resolution that can te obtained is then determined only by the length of
the optical pulses, which can be made as short as a few femtoseconds
Experimentally, the pulsed laser beam is split into pump and probe beams. The
probe bzxn is passed through an optical delay line and sent through the
system to record the signal in a stroboscopic manner (Lange and Mlynek,
1978). BY varying the delay time via the optical path iength, one can then
sample the evolutioti of the sublevel coherence (Harde et a{., 1981).

With the use of nanosecond pulses, this technique has been applied, for
example, to measure electron spin resonance (ESR) free-induction decay
signals in a magnetic field in the ground state of Tm*‘:SrFz (Kohmoto et &
198%. In this everiment, the Fourier transform of the obser& signals gave
the ESR sPectmm, and the origin of the decay was at~tibnted to the super-
hyperfme intexaction lxtween the Tmz+ ion and the ne@boting fluorine
nuclei in the picomond regime, this pump-probe scheme has been demon-
strated using mode&&d dye lasers to study the hyPefine structure in the
D-lines of Na (Harde et al., 1981) and Cs (Lehmitz and Harde, 1986). With
subpicosecond pulses, even fine structure beats in Na at 517 GH~ could te
c’earlY resolved (Burggraf et al., 1986). This latter expfiment is also an exam-
Pie Of measugng sublevel coherence in an optically e&ted state, which can
be studied with such a Pump-Probe scheme even if the lifetime of the excited
state is very short.

Due to the widespread use of subpicosecond hrs, there is increasing
intercst in the Possibility of Performing beat sPectroscopy ,,eng pump-probe
schemes as described here. Some studies, for example, of organic dyes using a
transmission cor*elation technique (Rosker et QL, 1986; Wahnsley et o[., 198s)
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have revealed oscillatory behavior Qn a femtosecond time scale in the decay of
PhotQexcited dye molecules. It was suggested that this behavior might be due
to a teat phenomenon between coherently excited vibrational levels that are
separated by several terahertz.

These examples make it clear that the technique described in this section is
closely related to the well-known quantum-beat spectroscopy(Harcxhe, 1976;
DQdd and Series, 1978). In a typical quantum beat experiment, a coherent
SuperpQsition of atomic substates of an optically excited state is prepared by a
light pulse. This superposition state is then allowed to precess freely, and the
interference between the two probability amplitudes is observed as a time-
dependent oscillation in the fluorescence signal. In contrast, Qur transmission
technique relies on time-dependent changes of the absorption Qr dispersion of
the sample induced by the pwnp pulse. Instead of using the term quantum
beats, we prefer to call the observed transients “free induction decay” signals,
in analogy to magnetic resQnance experiments using rf fields.

D. SPIN ECHOES

An important prerequisite for many spectroscopic experiments is the ability
tQ rearrange the order present in the system by converting populations into
c~herences, cQherences frQm one transition into another and coherences into
PQpulations. As discuswd in the theoretical section, this can be achieved in
Purely optical experiments either by applying strong pulses of polarized light
tQ the optical transitions or, in the low-power regime, by wing off-resonance
Optical radiation to apply virtual magnetic fields &o the spin system. In the
f~kwing section we discuss Qne pQssibk application of this methQd, the re-
f‘Xussing of spin coherence in an inhomogeneous magnetic field.

The virtual field indued by the laser pulse is Qriented in the direction of the
laser beam and acts like a pulsed magnetic field (Burschka and Mlynek, 1988;
Rosatzin et aI., 199t)b). in the arrangement discussed here, the direction of the
laser beam is QrthQgQnal tQ the direction of the magnetic field; the vectQr sum
Qf the static magnetic field and the pseudo-field induced by the light shift add
ap to an eflective field whose direction can be adjusted by KwiStiQm Of the
laser intensity and laser d&aning. It is therefore PQssibje to create effective
fields in any dire&Q” in the apper half of the xz plane.

Figure 23 shQws the exprbnent to & discussed; the atomic system is
titst prepared with a p”ls of pQlarized light. After the end Qf the PQlse, the
spins dephase in an inhQmQgeneQas magnetic field. A second, off-resonant
laser p& then creates an effective field that is not parallel to the static
magnetic field and therefore leads to a partial inversion of the phases Of the
individual spin packets. 1” the s&sequent second free w&km period. the
newly acquired phax adds to the inverted phase and eveIItaailY CanC& it. This



cancellation of the phases is indePendent of the strength of the magnetic field
and is observed as a spin echo.

In order to calculate the evolution of the system during a two-Pulse
experiment, we assume that the spin system is prepared in a state Of

us polarization. Only the component perpendicular to the ma*
new tield is of interest in this context and the FID signal is described by
C~. (64~1). The second pulse is applied at a time 7 after tbe end of the tirst
PUN; immediately before this pulse, the spin system can b+ described by the
density operator

N-) = e~yOrCIzcos@LT + 4) - IYsin(Q,_T + q$)] (69)

The second puke of length 7 rotates the magnetization around the effective
field. and simultaneously drives it towards the equilibtium position

P(T+) = beg + e-“Cr%‘~[p(T-) - ~&r;’ (70)

where

UP = espC-i7(S&Jx + AP+Zz)] (IU

rePreseuts the rotation induced by the effective field. The calculation of the
.-A- =+itude cau be simplified considerably if we uedwt the e&t of the
CC===?+neous Part of the magnetic field during the pu[s, This is justified in
nostWerimeutal situations, where the inhomogeneity of the maguetic field is
‘ma’1 COm”ar*A ‘9 the inverse of the pulse duration, A full refocussing is

‘ssible to Phase-invert the density oprator, i.e., generate a
w’~w Pw that is qUaI to the operator which is obtained by the
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/Ji”” = e ~Y~‘[Ircos(OL~ + 4) + IFsin(C&T + #)] (72)

In general, it is only possible to approximate this process. We can measure the
eficiency E of the echo pulse by calculating the projection of the resulting
density operator onto this phase inverted part pi_“; it depends on the optical
pump rate and the resonance offset as

The prefactor (iiP+/Qc)* is the square of the sine of the angle between
the direction of the e&&x field and the static magnetic field. It is a mea-
sure of the tilt of the effective field versus the static magnetic field. The second
factor describes the rotation of the magnetization vector and the exponential
term, the damping effect of the pulse. Unit efficiency, i.e., a perfect echo pulse
is obtained for iiP+ z+ (CIL,yeff), and QT = (2n + 1)~ with n integer. These
conditions cannot be satisfied simultaneously, since a large optical pump rate
required for &P+ B fiL also implies a significant damping rate yCff. However,
the different detuning dependence of the light shift term and the damping rate
(A-’ vs. A-‘) makes it possible to reach unit efficiency asymptotically by using
strong off-resonant radiation,

The calculated and measured refocussing eficiency as a function of the
length of the second pulse is shown in Fig. 24. The upper part shows the
theoretical time-dependence as given by Eq. (73). The lower trace shows
the experimental data and a theoretical fit, which takes the inhomogeneous
laser field into account (Rosatzin et LZ[., 199Ob). The inhomogeneity of the laser
field acts essentially like an inhomogeneous rf field and leads to a superposi-
tion of various traces with dimerent periods; as a result, the echo amplitude
never vanishes for pulse lengths >O.

Equation (73) predicts a refocussing efficiency, which is determined by two
&ects; the rotation of the magnetization around the effective field and the
damping due to the optical pumping. An important parameter for an efficient
echo formation is the resonance detuning of the laser, which affects both terms
in different ways. The precession angle can easily be maximized by adjusting
the p&x length I such that the flip angle of the pulse becomes an odd multiple
of r, Ch = (2n + 1)~. As seen in Fig. 24, a n-pulse (a = 0) provides the highest
efficiency, since the damping effect associated with the laser pulse leads to an
exponential loss of coherence.

In addition to the flip angle, the direction of the effective field, which
determines the amplitude of the oscillation (&P+/Q2, must be optimized. The
upper half of Fig, 25 displays the dependence of this factor on the optical
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efficiency reaches a maximum at a finite detuning & > 1 and falls to zero at
large offsets, where the light shift becomes too weak.

If the dependence of the echo intefisity on the resonance detuning is mea-
sured experimentally, the measured echo amplitude depends not only cm
the refocwsiagefficiency, but also on the degree of polatimtion established by
the first pulse and the detection sensitiv<ty. Figure 26 shows experimental data
together with the theoretical curve which has been calculated taking the
detuning dependence of the initial polarization and of the detection sensitivity
into account. The experimental data clearly show the expected behavior with
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vanishing echo on resonance, a maximum at & n 6 and a decrease at la@
detunings.

similar eqeriments have been pe,fomed in the naDo=oDd regime on ‘a
using a pulsed laser and an optical delay line (Fukuda et al., 198% The
generation Of echoes was &erved, but the me&aDism of the who fOrmation
was not discussed.

If the experiments are performed on spin systems higher than the J s i
System tw.tm,d m far, the refocussing pulse can transfer cohe~~Dw betWe”
various orders. one wmsequence is that more thaD oDe echo may aPPeaC
as .wn in f%. 23. The second echo is due to a transfer of cokremx from
Am c &2 transition into a Am = T 1 transition, si,,E the pce=ssiOa 0’
double quantum coherence is twice as fast as that of single qUaDtum coher-
eu@, it takes twice the time hetwe~n the poises DDtil the spin packets coti
back into phase. A more detailed discussion of &is exp~ment is given iu
the next subsection. Such coherenw transfer e,-hms have heeD observed iu
polse~MRewiment3 Waudsley et ok., 1978), b,,t have Dever been reported
in oPtiCallY exited magnetic resonance exmmeDts, sidle_ aDd double-
wawn echoes we also observed in the J = 1 groUDd
the ‘FI .-+ ‘Fe transition at ,I = 570.6 nm (~osatgD, 199f,),

state of sm, usit%

E. MODULATTD ExITAnoN

As we have showa, the system response to two optical pulses cau be
analwd with a vev simple theoretical model. If an iDEDite sequence of puls@
is applied, the system evolves tawards a steady state at approximately the



unperturbed damping rate ye. The equilibrium polarization is determined
essentially by the average optical power of the pulse sequence, except if the
pulse spacing is equal to the Lamor period or a multiple thereof (Mlynek
er 01.. 198lb; Fukuda et al., 1981; Tanigawa et al., 1983). In this case, the
precession of the spins becomes synchronized with the pulses, and their effect
is increased in a resonant manner. This experiment cau be understood much
like a DANTE experiment (Morris and Freeman, 1978), where the pulse
sequence has an etTect similar to an extended low-power pulse.

The behavior of the spin system during irradiation with a sequence of
optical pulses is shown in Fig. 27. The top trace shows the etTect of a scquencc

mz
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of pulses synchronized with the Larmor precemio” of the spins. The efkt
therefore accumulates and the signal reaches a maximum Trace W shows mat
a simiiar effect can also be obtained if the pulse spacing is adjusted to a
multiple of the Larmor period. The reauhing signal is clearly smatter in this
case since a larger component of the magnetization decays before the “erJ
pulse is applied. Trace (c) shows the case where the pulse spacing is or@ to
half of one Larntor period. In this case, the e&x of the pukes almost cad
each other, since the magnetization generated by one puke has pmcessed by
18W More the next pulse is applied. Exact cancehation is reached for
vanishing damping rate.

The amplitude of the oscillating magnetization created by a” ingnite pubr
train is show” as a function of pulse spacing in Fig. 28. The reaonam
mcuring where the pulse spacing is equal to a muhipte of the Larmof perid
are ctearty yisible. The damping of higher order resonances is due to the d-Y
of the coherence during the delay between the pubes, which in our case is
determined by transit-time &ects For investigations of iong_iivd states swtt
as ground states or metastable states and suthcientiy long observation ti”m%
very high-order resonances in sublevel coherence can be tmed to measure
gigahertz sphttkg bequencies with practtat puhe rates t” the megahertz
range. A necessary condition for the coherent pwparation of tk atoms is that
tk oPtiCat Pubes are short compared to the re,jprocat of the splitti”K
frequency. Therefore, picosecond pulses are requned for measurements of
gigahertz frequency sphttmgs (Harde and Burggraf, 1982). purse trains are
VeCiahY usehtt 3 the Larmor frequency is relatively larF, ~s we have seen,
excithon with an unmodulated laser  ~“1% cam,ot excite the system et%
cient’Y ir the hmw frequency exceeds the optical pumping rate. The better
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exAtioo efficiency is due to the fact that the excitation frequency for the
Zeeman system is equal to the modulation frequency; it can therefore be
brought into resonance with the Zeeman transition frequency.

The KTSO~~WS induced by pxiodic excitation can be observed either in
fl~~~mx~ce or again by an optical probe beam using a polarization selective
technique. In the latter case, it is convenient to use a low-intensity fraction of
the pump pulse train for this purpose With trains of ultrashort pulw from
a synchronously pumped dye law, this technique has been used to measure,
for example, the hypertine splitting of the Cs ground state (9.2 CiHz) with
an accuracy comparable to rf experiments (Lehmitz et aI., 1986). In this
expwiment, the coherence was driven and tuned through resonance by the
110th harmonic of the pulse rate (83 MHz). The resulting line width was only
30 Hz Such trains of picosecond pulses can also be generated with semicon-
ductor lasers, which have very low jitter and high stability in the pulse rate.
Under appropriate conditions, this pulse train spectroscopy can be performed
with cheap semiconductor lasers, which are directly modulated and supplied
by electrical pulses from a comb generator (Lehmitz et d., 1986; Mishina
et ai., 1988).

Instead of using two single pulses to generate spin echoes, the echoes can
also be induced by two finite length trains of pulses (Tanigawa et a/., 1983). In
this case, the echoes are selectively generated for a sublevel pair whose
frequency splitting is equal to an integral muhiple of the repetition rate of the
light pulses. This technique is of interest for situations in which maoy
inhomogeneously broadened sublevels exist. So far it has been applied to the
ground state of Na (Tanigawa et aI., 1983) and Cs (Mishina et al., 1987); in the
latter case, modulated light from diode lasers was used in the experiment.

Instead of using a pulse train, the laser radiation can also be modulated
sinusoidalIy (Bell and Bloom, 196la,b; Mlynek t% al., 198la; Mishina ef al.,

1988). Like poke trains, this modulated excitadon scheme is useful if the
Larmor frequency is relatively large. Sinusoidal modulation of the light is
easier to use if the light source is operated cw and the modulation is generated
externally. If the available peak power is limited, it leads to higher average
power and therefore often to a higher signal.

For a quantitative analysis of the &or&on, we start from the equation of
motion for the ground-state spin 1 system derived in Section IIl,D,3. We
assmne that the laser intensity is modulated sinusoidally SO that the pump
rate varies like P(t) = ZP,,[l + cos(ox)]. The effective Hamiltonian for the
ground state system homes then

X(l) = OJ& + 2&[1 + cos(OJt)]& (74)

where 2& = 2&p0 represents the average light shift, OJ the modulation fre-
quency and isotropic relaxation is assumed. In addition to the Hamiltonian.



the pmnp rate is aI50 modulated so that the equation of motion is now

dp/dr = -$X(&p] + yti&lp + F’OK (75)

We are now especially interested in the case of low power e%itatioIL ache”
the optical pumping rate is small compared to the sublevel splitting. In this
case, it is useful to transform the timedependent equAon of motion into a
frame of reference rotating at the mod&ion frequency UJ:

dp’/dr = -i[X’,p’]  + yJ/)p’ + Ply (76)

where the superscript indicates the rotating reference frame. The tmn*
formation can be accomplished by

PV) = W)P@)U~~(f) (77)

u(r) = ek’* (78)

JU) = w).#q~)u-‘~~) - cJ(t)um’(~)

= 6L + hJ_l + 2 cos(Wr) + cos(20~t)]4

+ &C2f.inCw~) + sin(20x)]I, (791

6 = (% - 4 represents the difference between the sublevel splitting and the
modulation frequency. On a long time zale, compared to the precession
frequency, the modulated terms can be nedected in first order. The Had-
tonian then becomes

.@V) = &lx + &I* (80)

This Hamihonian is quite similar to the one &,cebing the excitabl d
wbhd dvxewc with unmodulated light. The majn difierenm is that the
field, due to the sublevel splitting, is reduced by the mod&t&  frequency and
can therefore be made to vanish,

For the mlaxation rate ?&0 we make the same approximation; the time-
indepndent average becomes therefore yCFf(t) z y0 + 2p0, Finally, the pmnF-
ing term has to b+ transformed as

‘(‘Vi = h[{’ + *coHat) + co~(2~~)}~x + i2 sin(ut) + sin(2wt)jIJ (8’)

and we maY neglect the time-dependent terms so tbat

WC S% P& (82)

‘he ‘quation of motion for the system is therefore completelY analogous
to those Obtained with unmodulated light, except that the dynamics ocher ifl

a frame Of reference rotating at the modulation frequency.  1” this rotating
‘ram’ Of reference, B’e can therefore use Eqs. (45)-(48) to descci& the evOb
tic-n of the spin system,

.



A possible experimental setup for an experiment with modulated excitation
of the spin system is shown schematically in Fig. 29. The modulated pump
beam can be applied continuously or pulsed. The test beam is again cw. An
experimental time-domain signal recorded with this method is shown in
Fig. 30. Trace (a) represents the pump intensity: the laser beam is modulated
and pulsed, The response of the signal is shown in trace (b). In response to
the modulated pulse, the magnetization in the system builds up and starts to
precess, As in the case of dc excitation, the system approaches a stationary
state in which a precession at the modulation frequency occurs. The beat sig-
nal visible during the initial phase is due to interference between the eigenfre-
quency of the spins and the modulation frequency. This is seen more clearly
in trace (c), which was obtained with phase-sensitive detection at the modu-
lation frequency. The difference between the modulation frequency and the
eigenfrequency of the system now appears as the nutation frequency, and the
system settles into a stationary state. The full line represents the component
of the magnetization that precesses in phase with the modulation; the dashed
curve represents the out-of-phase component. When the pulse is turned off, a
FlD is observed. The oscillation frequency is given by the dilTerence between
the Lamor frequency and the modulation frequency.

As emphasized previously, the modulation of the laser intensity has the
main effect of reducing the apparent magnetic field. All the experiments dis-
cussed previously can therefore also be performed with modulated light. In
this context, the dependence of amplitude and phase of nutation and FID
signal on the magnetic field strength now appear as o&resonance effects. This
is evident from the equilibrium magnetization during the pulse plotted in
Fig. 31 as a function of the modulation frequency. The upper part of the
figure shows the data extracted from time-domain experiments as a function
of the modulation frequency. The arrow indicates the data corresponding to
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example, be used to %beY a coherence. This method has been exploited
successfully to follow the transfer of coherence for the understanding of the
multiple echoes observed in an two-pulse experiment (Rosatzin et al., 1991).
An example of such a signal is shown in the top part of Fig 32. The
measurement was performed on the ground state of atomic Na with a
sequence of two modulated pulses. The first pulse excites the coherence as
discussed previously. The second pulse excites a second FID and two spin
echoes at times t = 2T and t = 3T after the end of the first pulse. In order to
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amtirm tIx hwhsk that the second echo is due to a transfer of cohere@
from double wantam into single quantnm cohaenw we systenx&a’ty
changed the phase CI~ the modulation of the first pulse, .&shown in the We’
half 4 the figwe, tix phase of the first FID ,.,as equa[ to the modulation
phase; the second HD signal  did not dewnd on the phas, since the
magnetizatba gieng rise to this signal is created du,.ing the xcOnd p&e. The

tkst echo is a mnna~ Hahn-echo, and its phaw is thwefore the inverse ef the
excitation phase. The magnetization gjving rix to the =ond echo was created
as doubk quantum coherence, which acquires twig the phase of SifltTk
quantum coherence The second echo therefore app,=am with twice the pl@
~4 the first echo,



Optical pumping with modulated light can also he wed for frequency-
domain experiments where the steady state signal is detected via a phase-
sensitive detector (Mlynek et Q/,, 1981~1). In- and out-of-phase components of
the signal are then measured as a function of the modulation frequency. As
shown in Fig. 31, the signal obtained in such an experiment is identical to the
steady-state signal in time-domain experiments if the modulation frequency is
changed. Similar experiments were performed as early r~s 1961 with discharge
hunps @ell and Bloom, 196la.b). Since the apparent strength of the magnetic
field is reduced by the modulation frequency, this method allows one to apply
transverse pumping to systems with Larmor frequencies exceeding the optical
pump rate. With a constant laser amplitude, the amount of polarization
achieved is strongly reduced under such conditions.

Since this technique provides very high sensitivity, it is well suited for the
detection of small “urnhers of spins. As zn example, we studied a magnetic
resonance signal from a very small probe volume near an interface (Aebersold
ef al., 1991). Figure 33 shows twodifferent setups wed for thisexpziment: the
magnetization was measured with an optical probe beam that was incident on
the interface at an angle larger than the critical angle for total internal
reflection. The penetra&D depth of the prohe beam into the absorbing
medium was therefore only of the order of the optical wavelength, so that the
prohe volume was limited to about imm x lmm L l$m. Under our experi-
mental conditions, the number of interacting particles was therefore < 105. AS

in the other experiments, Ar at a pre.ssure of 200 mbar was added as a buffer
gas to obtain a homogeneous optical resonance line. In Fig. 34, the
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experimental signal obtain with phase-sensitive detection as a fwctio” of ‘he
modulation frequency is shown. For this measurement, the PUmP beam
excited the full sample volume, Similar techniques a” also be used for Probi”s
~wfxe regions in solids. 1” o”e experiment, for example, nuclear q”adW’J’e
rescmames were obtained in external reflection from a crystal surfam bY
Stark-modulated optical pumping; the twhnique is snsitive to signah from a
region that extends o”e optical wavelength into the aystal body (L”kac and
Hahn, 1988).

so far, the optical transition was assumed to be homoge”eously btoade”ed:
thus, signal features due to velocity+elective excitat ion of a DopPlep
broadened line were of no importance. 10 the case of a Doppler-broade”ed
OPtiCal tmktkm and “arrow-bandwidth laser excitation the sublevel co*
hexnce is exited in a single atomic s”bgro”p, whose widti in velocity sPaG
is detemG”ed bY the homogeneous optical linewidth. Thus, for a given bsr
freq”e”cY deta”i”gwith respect to the center of the Doppler profile, a sublevel
coherence is created bY the modulated pump f&j in atoms with a well-defined
vefocitY 0’. ff the (““modulated) proba beam now has a diRerent Doppler
det”*i”& it interacts with a diRerent velocity s”bgo”p u”. ~~“ce, the pm&
beam ca” detect the exited atoms only if they &ange their ve{&ty from O’
m O”. One WelLknow” mechanism that provides velocjty changes in a vapor
are colbsio”s that Preserve the internal atomic state, D”e to the time-delay
correspo”di”g to collisional diffusion betwee” excitation and detection, the
probe beam sig”al ~ecmded in such an experiment &splays Ramseytyps
i”erference Patter”s@“hr a”d Mlynek, 1986). I” co”trast to the conve”tio”s’
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Ramsey-type scheme in atomic beams (Ramsey, 1980), the Ramsey fringes in
this experiment result from the “motion” of atoms with sublevel coherence
between two interaction zones separated in “velocity space” rather than in
“h~4” space. These collision-induced Ramsey resooances have been used to
study the collisional velocity di&ion of samarium atoms within the Doppler-
broadened ‘F,-‘FO ‘%m transition in the presence of rare-gas perturbers
(Bohr and Mlynek, 1986).

In the case of cell expziments, the line widths that can be obtained are
mainly determined by depolarizing collisions in the vapor or by transit time
broadening of the atoms as they move through the laser beam. These limits of
resolution can be circumvented by using an atomic or molecular beam and a
technique similar to Ramsey’s method of separating fields (Ramsey, 1980).
This technique for observing narrow rf resonances is well known from atomic
and molecular beam experiments. In general, these Ramsey fringes are induced
by two spatially separated rf field?.. More recently, Ramsey resonances have
also been observed for a resonance Raman transition in an atomic beam
(Thomas et aI., 1982; Mlynek et al., 1988). In one scheme (Thomas et al., 1982),
the two rf fields were simply replaced by two modulated laser fields, and the
Ramsey fringes were detected via fluorescence from the optically excited state.
This technique was applied to measure the 1.72 GHz hypertine splitting in the
ground state of Na in a beam. In another scheme (Mlynek et al., 1988), the
excitation of the sublevel coherence is again achieved with a modulated laser
field. The required phase-sensitive detection of the atomic coherence, how
ever, was performed in transmission with ao unmodulated probe laser field in
the second interaction region. This experiment, which was applied to Zeeman
sublevels in the ‘F, samarium ground state, represents a Raman analog of
the gas-ceil experiments de&&d earlier.

G. W-OPTICAL DCWBLE RESWANCE

The techniques described so far all rely on purely optical means. For some
applications, it can be advantageous to we rf-optical double resonance
methods. Most rf-optical double resonance experiments use sotne sort of
frequency-domain technique. The rf irradiation usually creates precessing
magnetization in the sample, which leads to a phase or amplitude modulation
of the detection beam. Resonances are obtained by changing either the
magnetic field strength or the rf frequency.

The rf irradiation of the magnetic resonance transition can change the
optical properties of the sample in different ways; saturation of the ti
transition, for example, cao be detected via changes in the optical absorption
or dispersion. On the other hand, it is possible to use the rf irradiation to
transfer coherence between optical transitions (Mlynek et al., 1983, 1984;



WOW et d., 19831. Figure 35 shows a basic example, The law cxcitS
transition 1 ++ 3 and the rf irradiation transfers (his coherence into the second
oPtica1 transition 2 - 3. This coherence represnts ao optical polaz’iZ?t~ofl
that radiates ~110ng the same direction as that of transition I ++ 3. Afte’
Passing through the samPIe (see Fig. 36), the laser beam contains additional
frcqacncY comPoncnt% On the quadratic detector, these additional frcVcncy
comPoncnts beat against the original frequency,  leading to a signal oscilht@
at the fi frequency. The technique therefore emp~oYs heterodYne detection
and is capable of monitoring coherent spin transients or nuclear magactic

RF MIXER
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resonaaces under ptdsed or cw conditions in both ground and excited
electronic states.

The method can also be interpreted as a coherent Raman process being
stimulated by a resonant d field and a laser field. It differs from earlier studies
of the stimulated Raman effect, where two optical fields drive two coupled
electric dipole Win&ions, and the. remaining third transitibn is radiatively
inactive or is not monitored. Here all three fields appeu, driving the three
possible transitions, as in a three-wave mixing effect, The technique can be
generalized to any three-level system where all three transitions are active,
allowing detection of NMR, ESR, or even infrared transitions. So far this
Raman heterodyne technique has been applied to various systems in the gas
phase and to dilute solids. In a similar experiment, a forbidden double-
quantum NMR transition was detected in a Raman-typz process, using
allowed single quantum NMR transitions (Yanncmi et ai., 1987).

In the gas phase, the Raman heterodyne method was used to study velocity
diffusion effects in &optical double resonance (Mlynek et or., 1984; Tamm
et uL, 1986). In these experiments, interesting oew aspects due to the v&c-
ity selective laser excitation within a Doppler-broadened line appeared. If
the optical pumping process and the optical detection of the rf resonance are
both applied to one velocity subgroup of the Doppler-broadened atomic
ensemble, the time between subsequent collisional velocity changes limits the
time interval of experimenW observation of the If-driven atoms. Thus, the
resulting rf resonance line widths can be directly related to the rate of velocity-
changing collisions, Experiments along these lines were performed on the
‘F,-‘FO transition (A = 570.6 nm) in samarium vapor in the presence of rare
gas perturbem such as He and Ne. The measurements showed that velocity-
changing collisions can determine the charac&ristics of &laser double reso-
nance signals by strongly atTecting their line widths and line shapes (Tamm
et al., 1986).

More recently, Raman heterodyne spectroscopy was also applied to ru-
bidium vapor (Scheofler et al., 1990). In this expximent, the light source was
a stabilized infrared laser diode that was tuned to the Rb resonance line near
795 am, Raman-beat signals of the Rb ground state with different polariza-
tions of the detecting light were obtained after pulsed rf excitation resulting
in highly resolved spectra after Fourier transformation.

Raman heterodyne detection has also proven to be a powerful tool to study
sublevel resonances in dilute solids at low temperature. Here the technique
was first demonstrated in the impurity-ion solid Pr3’: LaFs at 1.6 K using the
P?+ optical transition, ‘H&(l-J - ‘DJ,) (Mlyaek et of., 1983; Wang et al.,
1983). Detailed theoretical predictions on the Raman prccess were confirmed
by cw measurements of the Pr3’:LaFs hyperfine splittings, where the op&xl
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heterodyne sigJxals were shot-noise limited. The IV+ rwc~ear quadr’Wk
Vdramcters were obtained r~r the ‘Ha and ‘Dz states. *here the lim
centers were determined with kilohertz precision. Moreover. Pr’+ Win
echoes of nuclear quadrupole transitions were detected not ordY in the ‘“6
ground state, but also for the first time in the ‘Dz excited state. *bkh
allowed a critical test or the line broadening theory of this system WW
et al., 1983).

In these first expriments on ionic solids, two fundamental characteristics d
the Raman heterodyne signals wre puzzling for some time: first, the signak
only appeared in the presence of an external magnetic tield, and second. tke
line shapes were anomalous, resembling the second derivative of a CiaWsiafi.
Subsequent experiments identified that both phenomena were a manifestatios
of inequivalent nuclear sites that generate Raman signals of opposite s&ad
thus cm interfere when their frequencies match. as they do at low magneCx
fields (Mitstmaga et d., 1984.1985; Kintxr cr a/., 1985). The reason is thattk
Raman beterodyne signal depends on the triple product of the three transition
matrix elements connecting states 1,2. and 3. Each matrix element is complex
and appears linearly so that interference can occur. These interferences we
observed from two inequivalent nuclearsit~ in the solid f++:YAlO, at l.‘IK
(Mitsuoaga t-r oJ., 1984). For other experimental wnditions, intetierencccoa’d
bc observed aho in a single nuclear site among ban-split hyperline trap
sitions (Mitwnaga et al., 1985). From a more general point of view. the
interfereries in the Raman heterodyoe signals o#er a new way of identifYi%
the crystal symmetry (Khwer er al., 1985; Taylor, 1984).

The Raman beterodyne technique was also extendd to detect superhy~~
fme spectra @aho et a!., 1990). In this experiment, NMR of the four nearest
neighboring sets of “Al surrounding @+m ruby were observed with b@
sensitivity wing optical excitation of the R, line at 693.4 “m, Either excited-or
ground-state rcsoxmces could be selectively measured by setting the sample
tempcratore to 2 or 7.5 K respectively, In this case, a~[ 40 exwted NW
reso”aces were chewed More recently, optical pumping effects were study
ied in an rf-muWe pulse experiment (Erickson 199tj). in this work optically
detected multiPIe Pulse spin-locked echoes in ‘prs+ :yAlO at I,,; ternpep
at”re were observed to decay at rates much faster than ,vo,$d be expected ia
‘he absence of the optical fields. This e&ct is due to loss of ,,,Jclei from the
coherence becawe of the optical pumpin& As in the purely optical experi-
ments, the Optical field slowly removes ions from the ,.f rewr,ant levels tc
a”other gro”“d+tate level via weak optical transitions, Finaliy, Raman bet.
‘rodyne signals of electron pammagnetic resonance from color enters ifl
diamond were observed with transition frequencks of op to ~~~~ (HollidaY
er Cd., 1990).
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v. conc~aftlioutIook

We have reporkd various techniques for the op&d creation and detection
of magnetic resonance phenomena. The example of a spin-+ system was
treated in deW and the main processes were demonstrated by time- and
frequency-domain experiments performed in the ground state of atomic
sodium, The main advantage of these techniques is the. superior sensitivity
oRred by the we of optical methods. The gain in sensitivity of optical wd
optical4 double resottance methods over the traditional rf methods can be
traced back to difierent sources. The two major contributions are due to tk
different Bohzmann factors and the dilTerent sensitivity in the detection of
optical photons compared to the detection of rf photons. Each factw
contributes some five orders of magnitude to the overall sensitivity. Hwveve~,
apart from considerations of excitation and detection efficiencie% additional
aspects have to be taken into account in order to get a realistic comparison of
signal-to-noise ratios in actual experiments.

In a more Fneral sense, we have discussed the interaction of multilevel
atomic systems with muhiple resonant radiation fields. In he language of
quantum optics, multiphoton processes are often grouped into various IeveIs
of *wave mixing,” The processes considered here belong in two classes:
resonant three-wave mixing (ti-optical double resonanc4 and four-wave
mixing (optical-optical double resonancf$. In the context of this article, we
were mainly concerned with the second class. Since our inwest lies in th+z rf
transition, but we detect the optical transition, some kind of heterodyne-
detection scheme must be used when measurements are performed in the time
domain. In most cases, the laser that probes the system also provides the lo-
cal oscillator, thereby eliminating laser frequency jitter as a possible line
broadening mechanism. In the time-domain, the magnetic resonance tran-
sition leads to a modulation of the laser amplitude; in the frequency domain
the same effect leads to the appearance of additional frequency Gomponents,
which appear as sidebands, spaced by the splitting frequency. On a quadratic
detector, these sidebands appear as oscillations in the signal amplitude.

Magnetic resonance experiments using optical e.witaGon or detection have
seen a rapid progmss in the past; it is likely that this will continue in the future.
Applications for these experiments will be found mainly in areas where high
sensitivity is crucial and cannot be obtained with conventional methods.
Examples of such systems are mainly dilute systems, such as gases, and dilute
solids. Another possible candidate is the study of processes on interfaces,
where the number of available atoms is often quite small. In addition, the use
of optical excitation may be useful in selectively exciting only atoms near the
interface, if other atoms are also present. In most cases, it is therefore necessary
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to have an optical transition available that can be used for cxcitatioa ss4
detection. It may, however, be possible to we high-power pUl& k%ser sYs.
terns that can excite transitions, even if their frequency is far away from tt~
resonance. In other cases, the optical transition may actually provide im
portant information for the analysis of the magnetic resonance data, asd
the magnetic resonance spectrum may be useful for the interpretat~oa 0’
optical data. Furthermore, the combination of optical and magnet% rw
nance methods may beespecially useful in cases where optical excitatiofl mast
be wed to *create” the object of interest, such as atoms and rnoleCU@~”
o&ally excited states. The continuing development in the area of serk@p
ductor lasers and diode-pumped solid-state lasers is likely to provide cheW
and more p~we&ul tunable lasers in the near future, thereby enhancing tk
experimental possibilities.
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